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We all know that George Bush’s successful re-
election is extremely scary for liberals.  He
represents the antithesis of liberal causes.  We’re

all going to have to work a lot harder the next four years to
keep him from succeeding in hindering the progress of
America.

However, not too many people realize how much four
more years of Dubya frightens Republicans.  Yes, that’s
right—we tree-hugging liberal flag-burners are not the only
ones considering expatriation.  Even conservatives are
deeply worried. If you are a rational conservative who based
his or her vote in the past election on careful consideration
and deliberation over the issues, then you realize that you
are in just as much trouble as we dedicated liberals are.

B ush won the election. Regardless of how anyone might feel about this result, the
show must go on… and oh, has it ever. Just two days after he was granted another
 term, Dubya reenergized assaults in Iraq with a major offensive in Fallujah, a city

located 43 miles west of Baghdad.
After Saddam was deposed, Fallujah was one of the most peaceful cities in the country.

However, the arrival of American troops in April 2003 instigated some resentment among
locals. The first significant conflict occurred when a group of two hundred Fallujan citizens
broke curfew to protest against the presence of the American troops. The Iraqis claimed
they were simply participating in a peaceful protest, but the Americans alleged that the
Iraqis fired on them first. Tellingly, fifteen Iraqi citizens died in this confrontation, while no
American or coalition soldiers were killed.

Not surprisingly, an insurgency steadily increased throughout the following months
to the point where Fallujah is now considered one of the most dangerous cities in Iraq.
American casualties in this city are second only to Baghdad. Insurgent attacks reached a
climax in the spring of 2004, culminating in the death of about forty U.S. soldiers and at least
470 Iraqis. A ceasefire was established and peace talks were initiated in early May, with the
city being given back to Iraqi leadership. Nevertheless, low-scale fighting continued on
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In the midst of post-election gloom, Democrats have been under assault from the
blathering dim-wits on TV, talking heads who have indicted us for allegedly being
‘out of touch’ with the Heartland.  Yet this vague and horrible shibboleth— ‘moral

values’— is hardly the definitive reason for why Tuesday was such a disaster for
Democrats.   As Bob Herbert noted in his New York Times column on 8 November, ‘I think
a case could be made that ignorance played at least as big a role in the election’s outcome
as values.’

The key to future victory is not in scooting the party more to the right nor wildly
back to the left.   Instead, we must counter the Republican Noise Machine, the gigantic
conservative apparatus and media infrastructure that has been slowly erected over the
past 30 years.  As Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. said last week, ‘the message of the Democratic
Party is not as vague as people think.  When people hear the facts, Republicans or
Democrats, they respond to the truth.’

Unfortunately, reality often isn’t very compatible with the Bush administration.
During this election cycle, truth was drowned out by the blaring of the Republican
bullhorn, obscured in the depths of the Right’s smoke-machine.  Despite President Bush’s
disastrous record, the Right managed to hide reality through the duo of innuendo and

FEATURE

Why would conservatives be scared of such a
successful right-winger whose reelection is pretty much a
guarantee that he will push the conservative agenda?  First
of all, some basic political history is in order to understand
this supposed phenomenon.  The Republicans have worked
very hard over the past few decades to build a coalition
between evangelical Christian conservatives, moderate

Republicans, libertarians, and old-fashioned secular
conservatives.  Unfortunately, they have been very
successful in working together to push their agenda.  Yet
many in the conservative camp see Bush’s re-election as
the beginning of the end for the Republican Party.  No, not

Bush uses his gut instincts
to guide the country, and a
disturbing portion of the
electorate used theirs to re-
elect him.
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11 November 2004 – Leon Litwack, Pulitzer-Prize winning author of Been in the Storm So
Long: The Aftermath of Slavery, and current professor of American History at the University
of California-Berkeley, gave three lectures at Cornell on the relationship between World
War II and African Americans living in the U.S. at that time.  The lectures, titled ‘Stormy
Monday: Black Southerners in the Twentieth Century,’ came as part of the annual series of
guest historians invited to Cornell in honor of Carl Becker, who served as both Cornell’s
historian for five years and a professor here for almost twenty-five years.

According to Litwack, America’s participation in World War II demonstrated our
government’s willingness to fight racism abroad while ignoring the same social problem at
home.  Many African Americans, including Malcolm X and Dizzy Gillespie, refused to
support the war because they felt doing so would mean ignoring the societal problems of
racism that existed in the United States. Yet, remarked Litwack, ‘Japanese successes in the
early months of the war deflated notions of white supremacy.’

Litwack went on to explain that ‘Black America’s cynicism was rooted in the conviction
that this was a white man’s war, involving colonial nations such a France and Great Britain,
with a sordid record of
racist repression and
exploitation in their
respective empires.’
Many felt that while
World War II was
undoubtedly important,
it demonstrated the
g o v e r n m e n t ’ s
willingness to support a
war on oppression in
Europe, but not at home.

Even those who
offered their services to
their country during the
war, noted Litwack, were
subjugated to extreme
segregation and social
hierarchy.  Everything
from the sleeping
quarters to the blood
supplied by the Red
Cross was segregated.  The minority participants hoped that the war, a conflict purportedly
fought to stop the oppression of peoples across the globe, would help change the ‘dominant
racial attitudes of White Americans, or ... the racial policies of the Southern states and the
federal government.’  However none of these facts of pre-war life were altered by the end of
the conflict.  African Americans, despite the United States’ fervor in protecting minorities
across the ocean, were still oppressed and treated as second-class citizens.

According to Litwack, Americans were willing to fight a war that named others as racist
and wrong, but to do so to themselves would have been out of the question.  America, it
seems, often misses the fact that our attempts at improvement should start at home. (Source:
TL Staff [TL:EMJ])

Washington DC, 15 November 2004 – Bush
administration Secretary of State Colin
Powell submitted his letter of resignation to
the desk of President George Bush on 12
November, and today announced his official
departure from the Bush cabinet after the
most tumultuous four years of American
history in decades.

In public, Powell has portrayed his
stepping down as a planned move, stating

Litwack Gives Becker
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World War II
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American Blacks in World War II served with honor
and distinction, but returned home to racism and

bigotry.

4 November 2004 – Fifteen years ago, thousands of people, from students to workers,
demonstrated at the Gates of Heavenly Peace behind a petition to the Chinese government.
These demonstrations would spawn similar protests throughout China and would be the
first major challenge to the corruption that had become pervasive in the Communist Party’s
government.

One of the student leaders behind these protests was a dedicated young freshman at
Beijing University, Wang Dan.  Mr. Wang came to Cornell on 4 November to talk about his
experiences as a leader of the Tiananmen Square protests as well as the political and
economic directions that China has taken and plans to take in the future.

In discussing the demonstrations, Mr. Wang emphasized two major points.  First, he
stated that the list of demands on the petition given to the Communist Party were not
radical.  He complained that people made too much of the June Fourth Movement’s
democracy demands.  Democracy, he insisted, was not an end in itself.  The real aim of the
student movement was to see the elimination of corruption and the initiation of a dialogue
between the Communist Party and the people to aid in this task.

The second point that Mr. Wang emphasized was that the student demonstrations
were by no means against the Communist Party.  If they had felt that the party would not
listen, they would not have bothered petitioning them in the first place.  Rather, the students
wanted to work with the party to fight corruption; they were not opposed to its rule.  These
points were particularly directed against the Communist Party’s official record of events
which maintains the
demonstrations were radical
moves by hard-line students
to overthrow the
government.

In discussing China’s
directions since the events
of 1989, Mr. Wang noted
how China has pressed
forward with many important
reforms.  After 1992, China
pressed ahead with major
economic reforms. However,
since then no major reforms
have been undertaken, and
the economic reforms that
were passed have since
been used by the powerful
to abuse the rest.  Political
reform, Mr. Wang insisted,
is necessary in order for
China’s development to
continue.  He cited signs of
new unrest within China as
indications that economic
reform alone is incapable of
bringing stability.  However,
he remained optimistic, as China has carried out largely successful economic reform and is
prosperous, setting the conditions without which political reform is doomed to failure.

Mr. Wang’s talk gave reason to hope that China will be able to institute political reform
in the future.  However, this optimism, he maintained, must be tempered by knowledge of
the reality of China’s politics and past record.  As for whether Tiananmen was in vain, the
jury is still out. (Source: TL Staff [TL:BJS])
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that he had always planned on
serving only one term. However,
rumor has been circulating that the
departure of the distinguished
Powell, a Vietnam veteran who has
served in the
cabinets of several
presidents, was
due not to personal
reasons but to
f u n d a m e n t a l
disagreement and
divisive powerplay
between the Bush
administration’s

hawkish neo-conservative
core at the White House
and Pentagon, and more
moderate and level-headed
members of the State
Department, including
Powell. But Powell’s well
known initial criticism of
plans to invade Iraq were
turned on their head in

2003, when he presented the case for
invasion of Iraq to the United Nations
Security Council before Bush’s nearly
unilateral declaration and execution of war
in March of that year.

Indications of a large
shake-up of the Bush
administration’s cabinet in
case of a Bush win in 2004
were heard early and often
before the election. So far,
within weeks of the
president’s victory on 2
November, three other
cabinet members have quit:
Agriculture Secretary Ann
Veneman, Education
Secretary Rod Paige, and
Energy Secretary Spencer
Abraham.

Claims that cabinet
members are leaving the
Bush White House at a
furious pace due to
disagreements with Bush

Former Energy Secretary
Spencer Abraham

Colin Powell resigned from his post as Secretary
of State last Monday.

Former Secretary of Education Rod
Paige

and his handling of policy are not without
merit. Former anti-terrorism advisor Richard
Clarke, former Treasury Secretary Paul
O’Neill and former Environmental Protection
Agency head Christine Todd Whitman are
three examples of former Bush cabinet
members who left the administration in
protest of Bush policies and attitudes.
(Sources: NYT, CNN [TL:ASG])
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Washington, DC, 29 October 2004 – Any
viewer of the O’Reilly Factor, FOX News’
highly rated news show hosted by Bill
O’Reilly, is familiar with the host’s emphasis
on traditional moral values.

All that moral pretense was turned on
its head on 13 October, when Andrea
Mackris, an associate producer for the
Factor, filed a lawsuit claiming O’Reilly
repeatedly sexually harassed her. Only hours
before Mackris filed her suit, O’Reilly had
filed his own lawsuit claiming that Mackris
had attempted to extort money from him.

In her lawsuit, Mackris, who
in 1991 served as a White House
intern, claims that she was
harassed by O’Reilly and others
while she worked for the Factor,
from May 2002 until January 2004,
and then from July 2004 until the
present. Her charges include
various explicit phone calls from
O’Reilly described in extensive
detail in the suit, as well as several
other encounters. The complaint,
filed in New York State, claims
O’Reilly told Mackris about his
sexual exploits and fantasies.
O’Reilly allegedly discussed
subjects ranging from
masturbation to vibrators in the
conversations.

This scandal made every
major newspaper and for a brief
period made for a problematic situation for
O’Reilly. The talk show host cancelled
appearances on ABC’s The View, HBO’s
Real Time with Bill Maher and CBS’s The
Early Show, but vowed to fight the case. ‘If
I have to go down, I’m willing to do it,’ he
said just after the suits were filed. ‘I’m going
to take a stand. I’m a big mouth on the air
and I’m a big mouth off the air.’

Despite the tough talk, O’Reilly has
done little to fight the allegations. After

Scandal Casts Doubt on
O’Reilly Moralizing

several meetings with the alleged victim,
O’Reilly convinced Mackris to drop the
case on the condition that both sides agree
to keep the details confidential. The timing
of the announcement was also curious as
the legal papers officially ending the sexual
harassment case were signed on Friday, 29
October, a mere four days before the
presidential election which dominated the
headlines the following Tuesday.

For all his talk about cutting through
the spin, O’Reilly managed to finesse this
situation rather well. First O’Reilly’s lawyers

toned down their version
of the controversial
phone conversations,
eliminating the phrases
‘sexual’ and ‘telephone
sex’ in several situations.
O’Reilly’s lawyers also
met secretly with Mackris’
attorneys several times in
an effort to get the case
dismissed. Eventually
they succeeded and the
alleged transgressions
committed by O’Reilly, a
married father of two, will
go largely ignored and
O’Reilly will continue to
preach his moral values.

It is usually
offensive to celebrities
when the press becomes

too interested in their private lives.
However, if Mackris’ accusations are true,
it would be difficult to feel sympathy for
O’Reilly, who is known to preach
conservative morality. Because the case
never made it to trial, we will never know
what actually happened. Regardless of the
outcome, the case has cast doubt on the
credibility of O’Reilly’s moralizing. (Sources:
abcNEWS.com, The Smoking Gun,
CNN.com [TL:SL])

Washington, D.C., 10 November 2004 –
Despite enormous setbacks on the national
level on Nov. 2nd, the progressive agenda
managed a mixed record in the states.  Florida
voters overwhelmingly passed an
amendment to increase the minimum wage
to $6.15 an hour, and California voters
rejected the Bush administration’s
opposition to stem-cell research by
approving a $3 billion bond measure to fund
research in the state.  As a result, California
will soon become the heart of
groundbreaking stem-cell research,
spending more money than even the federal
government.   Also, Montana voters wisely
defeated an initiative which would have
overturned a ban on ‘cyanide leach mining.’

However, there were also enormous
disappointments, most notoriously the
banning of gay marriage in 11 states, as
well as Alabama’s failure to strike out
segregationist language from its
constitution.

11 States Ban Gay Marriage
The same-sex marriage movement was

dealt a severe blow, with voters in 11 states
passing measures of varying strengths,
ranging from outright bans of gay marriage
to alarmingly strong measures banning civil
union rights.  Although the media continues
to call these initiatives ‘gay marriage
referendums,’ many of these could be more
accurately described as ‘anti-gay

Progress and Setbacks In State
Legislative Elections

Moscow, 9 November 2004 – Russian President Vladamir Putin has signed a bill finalizing
Russia’s ratification of the Kyoto Treaty.  The bill passed through the lower and upper
levels of Russian parliament before being signed by President Putin. This ratification makes
Russia the 55th industrialized country to endorse the Kyoto Protocol.

The Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change requires that 55 industrialized nations,
accounting for at least 55 percent of worldwide greenhouse gas emissions in 1990, endorse
the treaty before it can be enacted.  Russia’s ratification of the Kyoto Protocol means that
Kyoto participants must start cutting their greenhouse gas emissions within 90 days.
Implementation of the Kyoto Protocol was stalled three years ago after the U.S. pulled out
of the treaty.

The Kyoto Protocol requires that its signatories cut their emissions of six greenhouse
gases by 5.2 percent below 1990 levels by 2012.  Since the Soviet collapse, Russia’s
greenhouse gas emissions have been well below these levels.  Russia currently operates at
30 percent under its maximum emission allowance as proscribed by the Kyoto Protocol.

However, Russia stands to benefit politically from its ratification of the treaty.  In
particular, European Union support for Russia’s entrance into the World Trade Organization
likely played a role in persuading Russia to endorse the Kyoto Protocol.

Meanwhile, the U.S. — the world’s largest greenhouse gas emitter — continues to
resist recognition of the Kyoto Protocol.  Scientists stress that without the participation of
the U.S., the Kyoto Protocol is unlikely to be successful in curbing the environmental
problems associated with excess greenhouse gas emissions.

According to the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment, which was generated by a council
of nations —which include Canada, Russia, and the U.S. — global climate change, correlated
with dramatic increases in atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration, has manifested
itself most severely in the Arctic. In this area, temperatures have risen ten times more over
the past century than the worldwide average of one degree Fahrenheit.  Such climate
change is already impacting people in Arctic
regions and may soon be felt more widely across
the globe. This assessment was developed from
the findings of 300 scientists.  The Bush
administration, which opposes mandatory
reductions in carbon emissions on the premise
that it will hurt the U.S. economy, has refused to
endorse the council’s findings.

Despite calls from the conservation and
scientific communities to pursue climate change
strategies based on the reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions, the Bush administration
continues to stand firmly in opposition to the
Kyoto Protocol.  As one Senior State
Department official explained, ‘We are bound
by the administration’s position.  We’re not
going to make global climate policy at the Arctic
Council.’  (Sources: BBC, NewScientist.com,
USA Today, Washington Post [TL: JP])

Russia Ratifies Kyoto Protocol;
U.S. Remains Resistant

Russian President Vladimir
Putin

referendums.’
Only Montana, Oregon, and Mississippi

had initiatives which singularly banned the
issuance of gay marriage licenses.  The other
eight states— Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky,
Michigan, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Utah,
and Ohio— passed measures which banned
gay marriage licenses and also denied the
usual rights and benefits enjoyed by
couples.

Boston Globe columnist Tom Oliphant
opined that these referendums were used as
a cover to deny rights to gays by deceiving
voters into thinking they were voting only
to ban gay marriage.   By doing so, Oliphant
says, the measures sidestepped voter
support for civil unions and the granting of
benefits to gay couples.   Language detailing
the stripping of these benefits was often
buried deep within the measure, attracting
little attention from voters.

‘In pivotal Ohio, for example, the voters
may not have realized it but they voted to
strip people of the right to contractually
arrange distribution of assets, child custody,
pensions, and other employment benefits,’
Oliphant said,  ‘they most definitely were
not “protecting” marriage; they were
attacking gay people. That is why the
political and business establishment there,
including Republicans, opposed the
measure.’

Although it may have been devious,
the Religious Right was nevertheless

delighted by the results.  Karl Rove, Bush’s
top political advisor, has already hinted that
Bush would ‘absolutely’ push for a federal
amendment banning gay marriage.

 ‘If we want to have a hopeful and decent
society, we ought to aim for the ideal,’ said
Rove, invoking language frighteningly
reminiscent of justifications used against
interracial marriage in the 1950s, ‘and the
ideal is that marriage ought to be and should
be a union of a man and a woman.’

Alabama Votes to Keep Poll Taxes,
Segregation in Constitution

Those who are tired of affirmative action
students and the presence of ‘colored’
people in public schools aren’t alone. The
state constitution of Alabama still includes
sections abetting segregation and even poll
taxes, although thanks to the federal
government, these provisions have not been
enforced for many years. However, on
Election Day 2004, Alabama voters were
offered an amendment that would have
finally removed the segregationist language
once and for all, along with striking out a
related section stating that Alabamians have
no right to a public education. Pending a
recount scheduled for Nov. 29, Amendment
Two is currently failing by a narrow margin
of 2,494 votes out of a total of 1.38 million
votes cast.

Despite the support of Republican
governor Bob Riley, the amendment
encountered a shocking amount of
opposition. Former Alabama Chief Justice
Roy Moore, recently fired for refusing to
remove a tablet of the Ten Commandments
from the Alabama Judicial Building, fought

alongside the Christian Coalition of Alabama
to defeat the measure. Although neither
Moore nor the Coalition expressed support
for poll taxes or segregation, they claimed
the amendment could end up costing
taxpayers money because it removed a
provision stating, ‘Nothing in the
Constitution shall be construed as creating
or recognizing any right to education or
training at public expense…’ Having boldly
protected Alabamians from the evils of
public education, the Christian Coalition
says on its website that it will fight to remove
the racist clauses later. The Christian
Coalition’s website also claims that the ‘right
to education’ movement is the product of
many global organizations with ambitious
agendas, including the Communist Party.

Amendments generally receive less
attention than the actual elections, and
confusion over which numbers correspond
to which amendments is fairly common. Even
so, the issue at stake in this amendment
seemed exceptionally clear, but it remains
unclear as to why Alabamians voted against
it. Perhaps they felt that public education
was dangerous. Working on that
assumption, Governor Riley plans to
introduce an amendment that would remove
only the racist clauses. Hopefully, in a few
years, the state constitution of Alabama will
finally rid itself of its dark past by no longer
containing the sentence, ‘Separate schools
shall be provided for white and colored
children, and no child of either race shall be
permitted to attend a school of the other
race.’ (Sources: CNN, Boston Globe, AP,
Christian Coalition [TL Staff: WYH, THS])

Conservative Talk
Show Host O’Reilly
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Values are supposed to be what we
cherish most. They’re what define
our moral lives. And importantly,

they’re how we define what we think we
should place value in. This truism makes it
seem odd that a majority of sixty million
people who voted for George W. Bush on 2
November cited ‘values’ as the main
determinant in their decision: Bush
supporters, in fact, seemed to have slipped
into ethical amnesia at the polls. Perhaps
this election, less than any other in decades,
was truly about the core beliefs of the
American people — the story was not
values, but a conspicuous lacking thereof.

Once Canada, Europe, and the rest of
the world’s blue states settle down from the
hyperventilation brought on by the shock
of a Kerry loss into the more practical but
equally undignified slow, tense breathing
of a teller whose bank is presently being
ransacked by armed thugs, the world living
in a ‘reality-based community’ must finally
come to grips with the fact that the American
people have spoken. Mr. Bush defeated the
ponderous junior Senator from
Massachusetts by a small but significant
margin. Record turnout fell to the side of
security moms, Catholics, NASCAR dads,
and the rest of W’s adoring fan base
enraptured by the Stockholm syndrome of
Dick Cheney’s histrionic fear mongering and
the worst shades of terrorist blackmail ever
captured on a handicam. Without a razor-
thin margin of defeat or an election fiasco in
Florida, the final analysis — the blame —
lays squarely on the American people.

The explanation for the embarrassment
of a legitimate Bush second term isn’t simply
fear. It’s probably true that for whatever
warped Murdochesque reason voters were
scared enough of a Kerry presidency to elect
the worst possible candidate for the first
time. But values are clearly the key. And yet
it’s certainly not
that people voted
for values — but
rather, that they
held a referendum
on whether
certain values are
even worth
mentioning. Only
fear, the one
emotion most
h o n e s t l y
capturing the
value of bodily
integrity, won out.

Democrats
this time around
(and, it seems, every damned election)
depended on higher youth turnout for a
victory. But young adults, like America, don’t
have their priorities straight. The same young
Americans who feigned interest in politics
at the height of P. Diddy’s ‘Buy My Merc or
Die’ campaign chose, instead of the get-out-
the-vote message emblazoned across
Mariah Carey’s chest, the supple silicone
beneath. At least for young Americans, voter
apathy could have been expected to
continue its pitiful trend. Can we say the
same for the rest of Americans? Were grown-
up Americans, too, lured by the deep
cleavage and warm feelings associated with
the ‘right’ thing to do — the vote for
strength without judgment, power without
responsibility, and risk without reward? Were
Americans, just as the young were taken by
the non-vote, taken by the one-value vote?

First, let’s
dispel one myth.
Kerry and the Dems
did a great job — no
one except GWB
and every Prime
Minister of India has
ever earned 54 M
votes. We can talk
tactics until the
donkeys and
elephants come
home, but when it
came down to it, the
problem really
wasn’t the Kerry
campaign. It’s that
the one-value
A m e r i c a n s
outnumbered the
two-or-more value
Americans. If Bush’s campaign staff can
claim any part of their victory, it was the
effective torching of all major issues except
for those they had a chance on — namely,
and only, the War on Terrorism.

It’s pretty clear that if more Americans
were multi-valued, they’d have voted for
Kerry. Of course fighting terrorism should
be a priority — very few Americans could
conscionably say otherwise — but the costs
of relegating our environment, our fiscal and
economic policies, and the rights of women
and minorities, among other issues, to
second-tier importance are simply too high.
That would mean (and excuse me for using
such a blatant cliché) that the terrorists have
won. Really.

And of course the Bush campaign
would want you to believe that terrorism is
the only real issue, and that all other issues
play second fiddle: Bush’s only point of

significant strength in issue-based polling
was in the War on Terrorism, with Kerry
matching or beating Bush in almost
everything from the environment, to the
economy, to health care, and even to the
war in Iraq. At least we can be assured that
many Americans were alive to most of the

pitiful inadequacies
of Bush policies.
‘Need some wood’?
Please.

But here’s the
kicker. Maybe the
ones voting for Mr.
Bush are the people
who most dearly
want a one-value
vote. Think about
how much easier life
would be. With
terrorists, or against
them? Like freedom,
or oppose freedom?
Make America

strong, agree or disagree? Vote here. That’s
it. Forget the issues, the candidates, the
geopolitics, the social and economic
problems, and the environment. Forget
obligations, treaties, moral compulsions and
legal requirements. Just bestow your stamp
of approval.

The underlying problem of the
unidimensional vote is that it plays
so easily into our laziness in

informing ourselves about the issues that
impact our nation and in our thoughtful
prioritizing among these issues. Misleading
and divisive tunnel-vision presidency is
easy to deal with at the ballot box: with us or
against. And if you’re with, you’re not with
for a variety of reasons. You’re with for only
one. (Unless, of course, you really, really,
really hate homosexuals.)

W h o ’ s
responsible for
our lack of
interest in the
details of the
world we live in?
We are. I find it
amazing how
some liberals like
to blame Rupert
Murdoch, and not
his FOX News-
v i e w i n g
customers, for the
increasing gap
between reality
and Bush
conservat ives .
Are we to explain
the growth of
FOX News into

the 24-hour news channel with the highest
election-time domestic ratings simply in terms
of FOX’s shady journalism?

Ironically, the much-touted ‘outfoxed
effect’ — the idea that more moderate 24
hour news channels are being forced to
reflect more conservative analysis and
opinion in the wake of FOX’s growing
popularity — only strengthens the argument
that power is in the hands of the consumer,
not just the crooked salesman. The fact is,
FOX is popular because viewers like to be
intellectually coddled. They relish analysis
that’s shallow and predetermined, if extant.
People of all political stripes would rather
have pre-processed judgments prepared for
them rather than bothering to think for
themselves.

When it comes down to it, people are
responsible for what they watch and learn
and believe. Most importantly, people are

From The Editor’s Desk
BY ANDREW GARIB

One-Value America
responsible for what they value. If you’d
like to live in the fairyland where we’re
winning the War on Terrorism one 500-lbs.
bomb at a time, where de-fanging the EPA
and axing environmental protection laws will
make our air and water cleaner, and where
protracted and unfair tax cuts are the means
to stable growth, then you have an option:
bask in the glow of FOX News and buy land
in America’s ‘faith-based’ community. There,
you’ll never have to think about those things
again.

Perhaps sophistication in moral beings
and voters alike is being able to
accommodate the multiplicity of

human values and different strata amongst
them. Having one single value — bodily
integrity — is the least sophisticated version
possible. Even if the majority of Americans
disagreed with George Bush on an
overwhelming majority of issues, only one,
terrorism, was valued enough for Americans
to decide their vote.

If anything, Americans should strive to
cherish a least a second value: the value of
learning and interest in political participation.
This one value is sufficient to open a world
of other valuations beside physical safety.
But it takes time, thought, some reading and
a bit of guts for this to come to fruition. I’m
wondering if Americans will be up to the
challenge by 2008, if within my lifetime. I’m
wondering, too, if Americans — one value-
vote Americans — in the meantime
understand the consequences of living the
one-value lie.

In a world of one value, we give up
everything America is about. In one-value
America, security comes before the habeas
corpus rights of Muslim men in America,
before the right of women to earn the same
money for the same job, and the rights of all
Americans to live in a clean, healthy
environment, with adequate healthcare and
respect for their privacy.

Although George Bush is hardly a
totalitarian warlord, the one-value fallacy he
so heartily espouses is the oldest trick in
the despot’s arsenal of eradicating
opposition by instilling fear into his citizens
and eviscerating mechanisms guaranteeing
individual rights. In authoritarian countries,
those remaining few who are alive to the
plot are quietly disposed of. But this is
America. We multi-valued American voters
are alive and in full force. It will be up to us
to help instill in our fellow citizens — if they
are willing — that second value of learning
and civic participation, and open the
possibility once again for a thinking nation
embracing the multiplicity of the very values
that define it.

In this, my last editorial as Editor in
Chief of Turn Left, there’s no better
opportunity to renew this paper’s
commitment to espousing a plurality of
styles, views and values. There is no better
time than now to fulfill our pledge to
encourage that second value, learning and
participation, and provide a forum for our
readers and writers alike to champion their
values and causes.

The worst America that we can present
to the world is a nation of unsophisticated
morality and singular vision. It will be up to
all of us, as it always has been, to stake a
claim for a complex, intelligent and relevant
morality. Without that, I’m afraid, we might
as well abandon literacy, democracy and
inclusive progressive society — and in the
end thoughtlessly vote with only one value
in mind.

In one-value America, secu-
rity comes before the habeas
corpus rights of Muslim men
in America, before the right
of women to earn the same
money for the same job, and
the rights of all Americans
to live in a clean, healthy en-
vironment, with adequate
healthcare and respect for
their privacy.
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Perhaps this election, less
than any other in decades,
was truly about the core
beliefs of the American
people —  the story was
not values, but a conspicu-
ous lacking thereof.
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TAR HEEL BLUE

‘You still suck! You still suck!
      You still suck….’ These
      immortal words of Lynah

Faithful sum up my feelings about our
newly reelected president. Maybe I will
even try to get Cayuga’s Waiters to
expand their repertoire and write a
parody of ‘We Didn’t Go to
Harvard’—‘We Didn’t Vote for W.’

I hail from North Carolina, so you
would think growing up in an area of

the country dominated by evangelical
ultra-conservative Christians would
have softened the blow of Tuesday’s
results. Yet, my blood is as Democrat
blue as any of you crazy northeastern
liberals’.  If you read my last article
(‘The South Will Rise Again’) you got
an idea of who I am and where I come
from. I am big on environmental and
social issues – two things I wish this
country cared more about.

In light of what happened 2
November, it only seems logical that I
write something about the election.
However, instead of harping on the
innumerable terrible things that will
happen these next four years as a result
of Bush’s reelection along with the
election of a Republican Congress, I
will try to shed some positive light on

the situation. Yeah, I know Michael
Moore already did this.

Soon after the outcome of the
election was announced, Moore
compiled a list of good reasons why
we shouldn’t be so depressed in his
article ‘17 Reasons Not to Slit Your
Wrists.’ (See www.michaelmoore.com
for a complete list.)  Moore’s list
includes such ideas as taking solace in
the fact that Bush cannot legally be
reelected and the male-centric reality
that no guy really wanted to see the
Bush twins go. However, Moore left
one important item off his list.

Actually, one name and one year:
Hillary 2008. Now I’m surprised Mr.
Moore left this off his list; he devotes
an entire chapter of his book Downsize
This! to his borderline creepy obsession
with Hillary Rodham Clinton. Since
Bush cannot run for reelection he does
not have to appease the moderate half
of this country to try to win them over

with quasi-liberal actions in another
presidential race. The ramifications of
his decisions in the next four years will
no longer be of concern to Bush and
his cabinet and that is really scary.
Although Bush did a phenomenal job

OR?

An Introduction – And a Hopeful Thought
of screwing-up in his first term,
just wait to see what he has in
store for us these next four years!
(Jobs? The environment? The
economy? Global support? Who
needs those things, anyways?)
You may be asking yourselves
what this has to do with Hillary
Clinton. The way I see it, Bush
is going to have ripped this
country to shreds by 2008, and
the people will be ready for a radical
change. And for the majority of the U.S.
population, there is nothing more radical
than electing a woman president.

Even the New
York Times cites
Hillary Clinton as the
Democrats’ best
choice for the 2008
presidential election.
Clinton would have
been side-lined by a
K e r r y - E d w a r d s

victory but now sits front-
and-center in the
Democratic Party. She has
the ability to become the
spokesperson for the
Democrats in a country
dominated by Republicans.
The press and public will
look to Clinton to respond
to any decisions the Bush
administration makes,
especially on the hot issue

of Supreme Court nominations.
Clinton’s Senate record is quite

admirable as well. She actively fought
the Bush Administration’s attempt to
weaken the Clean Air Act of 1990.
Clinton recognizes that the environment

Although Bush did a
phenomenal job of screwing-
up in his first term, just wait
to see what he has in store for
us these next four years!

The way I see it, Bush is going to
have ripped this country to shreds
by 2008, and the people will be
ready for a radical change.

is vital to the health of this nation and is
one of the areas most assaulted by the
current administration. She has
sponsored and co-sponsored bills that

provide funding for hydrogen fuel
technology, improve education in this
country, and help the unemployed by
creating more jobs.  By the time 2008
comes around, Americans will be in dire
need of Clinton’s shrewd political
tactics, environmental awareness, and
plan for increased job opportunities.

 I agree with Michael Moore –
don’t slit your wrists over the election
results. Instead, know that in
November of 2008 this country will be
ready for one of the strongest figures in
American politics. So, Ms. Clinton, you
have an entire four years to rally your
supporters; I’ll be with you all the way.
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BY SARAH OLESIUK

Have something
to say?
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So, Ms. Clinton, you
have an entire four
years to rally your
supporters; I’ll be with
you all the way.
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Senator Hillary Clinton is seen by many
as the Democrats’ best choice in 2008
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BY ALEXANDRA BERKE
WHAT’S

I Tried to Be an ‘Election Hero’

S ince the election, we are all
sad, depressed, confused,
and demoralized. Since

people far wiser than I have
captured these feelings with
an eloquence I can’t
compete with, I am devoting
this column to something
positive: my experience as
an ‘election hero’ with
MoveOn in Cleveland, Ohio.

As one of MoveOn’s
2.8 million, members I
received countless e-mails
in the lead up to the election
begging me to achieve
‘election hero’ status by devoting
4 days on the ground in a swing
state. I was inspired by them and
feared a second Bush
administration, so I signed up.
Early on the Saturday morning

before the election I drove to
Cleveland with two other
committed and passionate
Cornellians looking to make a
difference.

The MoveOn office was
chaotic, but their
strategy was simple:
identify likely Kerry
supporters in swing
states by checking their
turnout and
registration status with
the Board of Elections.
Then, get them to the
polls on Election Day.

Volunteers came from all over
the country to accomplish this
gargantuan task. They were
assigned to specific precincts,
divided by polling site, and handed
walking lists. We knocked on the

doors of people who appeared on
our lists and spoke with our target
voters – through the door, on the
porch, and some times inside their

homes. If no one was home we left
handwritten notes and anti-Bush
literature. We arranged rides for
those who needed them, and we
called those we could not reach.
We called a lot of people, leaving

hundreds of
messages reminding
them to vote at their
polling place before
7:30 PM on Election
Day.

I spent my time in
two Cleveland
districts. The
weekend before
Election Day my
group was placed in
the neighborhood
around Case Western
Reserve University.
Our targeted voters
were students and
residents of an

apartment building. The apartment
building housed a mixture of
families, students, younger
couples, and seniors from many
different cultural backgrounds.
Although we were admittedly

living in a bubble, people seemed
ready to defeat Bush by voting and
by volunteering with us.

We had one encounter in this
neighborhood that highlighted the
confusing logic of many Bush
supporters, and foreshadowed the

almost incomprehensible Bush
victory. Two days before the
election a 55 year-old woman we
spoke with was still undecided, and

when pressed for why she
offered some interesting
evidence. She is a recipient of
Section 8 housing vouchers,
enabling her to live in an
apartment, not ‘on the street,’
as she put it. As she also
correctly pointed out, the
President has plans to
drastically cut the voucher
program, preventing new
vouchers from being

distributed and limiting, if not
entirely eliminating, access to
voucher funding for those who
already have it. She explained to us
that President Bush, whom she was
considering voting for, was going
to have a negative impact on her
life if re-elected. Understandably,

we were confused as to why this
woman would elect some one she
knows would make her life more
difficult. We brushed her off, but
the election results suggest that
maybe we were wrong
to do so.

There was no time
to waste convincing
voters to change their
minds come Election
Day. From 6:15 in the
morning until the polls
closed at 7:30 PM we
had one goal in mind:
turn out every
identified Kerry
supporter in University Heights.
We made our first sweep of the
neighborhood between 7-11 AM,
knocking on doors and running
through our spiel. At 11 AM the
polling place posted a list of the
registered voters in each district
with a check next to their name if
they had voted already. By cross-
checking the MoveOn walking list
with that of the polling site, we

were able to narrow down our
number of needed contacts.

Standing in the basement of the
University Heights branch library,
with all of my Kerry and MoveOn
paraphernalia removed, I was able
to observe voting in action, an
experience that absentee ballots
preclude. Now that we know the
outcome of those votes it is hard
to be as excited as I was then, but
at the time I was enthralled. For
hours there was a constant line of
citizens committed to having their
vote count. Downstairs, where the
line led to the voting booths, I
could hear people explaining to
their children how to vote. There
were voters who looked like
soccer moms and there were
voters who looked like residents
of the inner city, all supportive of
one another. No one seemed angry
to wait in line, and they were all

eager to help each other
figure out which
section of the district
in which to vote. In the
polling place I looked
at the calm and
resolute line of
citizens about to vote
and tears welled up in
my eyes; there were

certainly people there who had
never voted before, people with
whom I felt proud to be connected.

Post-election I know I’m not
alone in feeling completely

disconnected from the voters who
turned out en masse to vote for
President Bush. I am lucky that I
got to see that polling place in
Ohio. University Heights reminds
me that the red states are not
wholly separate from me and I can
relate to people there too.

Left

Early on the Saturday morning
before the election I drove to
Cleveland with two other
committed and passionate
Cornellians looking to make a
difference.

From 6:15 in the morning until the
polls closed at 7:30 pm we had one
goal in mind: turn out every
identified Kerry supporter in
University Heights.

In the polling place I looked at the
calm and resolute line of citizens
about to vote and tears welled up
in my eyes; there were certainly
people there who had never voted
before, people with whom I felt
proud to be connected.

Citizens exercising their rights.

There was no time to waste
convincing voters to change
their minds come Election Day.
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‘I n conclusion, I tell you in truth, that your security
is not in the hands of Kerry, nor Bush, nor al-
Qaeda.  Your security is in your own hands.’

So concluded Osama bin Laden in his latest video
message to the world.  This time, however, he did not
address his followers, his countrymen, or the world leaders.
Instead, the man
considered to be the
greatest threat to our
American way of life
chose to address the
American people.
‘People of America,’
said bin Laden in a
video message
played on al-Jazeera,
‘this talk of mine is for you and concerns the ideal way to
prevent another Manhattan, and deals with the war and its
causes and results.’ Given the fact that this video constitutes
the most recent proof that bin Laden is still alive, shows
that he is aware of the election, and even goes so far as to
outline what exactly it is that al-Qaeda wants from the United
States, you would think that both the media and the
American people would have made a bigger commotion
over it.

Sadly, it seems that in a world full of minds dulled by
action movies, false elections, and video games that
glamorize and patriotize war, Osama bin Laden, our greatest
enemy, is old news. This treatment of the real world with the
same pathos that we use to judge entertainment has caused
us, as a nation, to overlook the details in pursuit of an easy,
attention-grabbing answer.  Why do Osama bin Laden, al-
Qaeda, and Hamas (to say nothing of the rest of the world)
hate the United States? Ask this question and the most
likely answer you will find is simple, eloquent, and completely
off-target:  ‘They simply hate us and our freedom.’

However, according to bin Laden, political officials and

government experts, the catalyst for terrorism is not a hatred
of the freedom Americans enjoy.  The truth is that the root
of our status as prime target number one is America’s foreign
policy.  The United States’ Near Eastern policy is a topic
often brought up in conversation, yet many people are
ignorant of what our policies truly are.

When Osama bin Laden said, ‘It came to my mind to
punish the oppressor the same way and destroy towers in
the US to get a taste of what they tasted, and quit killing our

children and women,’ he was
referring to the fact that the U.S. has
provided weapons and held a
continued military presence in the
Middle East for over thirty years.
The United States, for all we espouse
about wanting to deliver democracy
to our ‘less-fortunate’ friends in the
Middle East, has a history of
supporting any regimes that claim

to be pro-Western in order to ensure our presence in the
region remains, and with it, our access to oil resources. It is
known that the United States’ government has given aid
and even weapons to dictators and presidents who have
openly oppressed their citizens.  One can see the influence
of this history on bin Laden’s train of thought through his

statement that the U.S. presence in the Middle East has
‘confirmed to me that oppression and the intentional killing
of innocent women and children is a deliberate American

policy. Destruction is freedom and democracy, while
resistance is terrorism and intolerance.’

Among our worst acts of ‘foreign diplomacy’ are the
innumerable times we have flip-flopped in favor of any
country that promised to support the U.S. presence in the
Middle East. Take, for example, our former alliance with Iraq
against Iran, followed by our later support of Iran and Syria
against Iraq.  ‘Flip-flopping,’ it seems, cannot solely be
attributed to Senator Kerry, but to our foreign policy history

in the Middle East as well.
Surprisingly, Osama bin Laden concluded his speech

by stating that the U.S. government, and Bush in particular,
are not losing the War on Terror because they are benefiting
from it.  ‘It shows that the Bush administration has also
gained,’ he pointed out, ‘something of which anyone who
looks at the size of the contracts acquired by the shady
Bush administration-linked mega-corporations, like
Halliburton and its kind, will be convinced [of].  And it shows
that the real loser is you.’

The full transcript of bin Laden’s speech can be found at
al-Jazeera’s homepage <www.aljazeera.com>.

…The root of our status as
prime target number one is
America’s foreign policy.

…The U.S. has provided
weapons and held a continued
military presence in the Middle
East for over thirty years.

‘Flip-flopping,’ it seems, cannot
solely be attributed to Senator
Kerry, but to our foreign policy
history in the Middle East as
well.’
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BY EMMA M. JOHNSON

Is The Arch-Terrorist Right In Saying America’s Security Is In Our Hands?
The bin Laden Curse

BY KATHLEEN CORLESS

Lessons of the Past Reflect the Realities of Now, and the Campaigns of the Future
The Electoral Learning Curve

T he inefficiency of electoral politics hits its stride at
the end of every race.  As campaign headquarters
are dismantled, months of hard work and

thoroughly researched data is thrown away or shipped off
in the trunk some newly unemployed campaign staffer, never
to be used again.  And four years later the next batch of
underpaid campaign staffers are forced to start from scratch,
compiling the same call sheets and walk lists that were
discarded four years earlier.

Unfortunately this practice proved fatal for the 2004
presidential hopes of the Democratic Party the first Tuesday
night of November, as the 1992 campaign playbook was
nowhere to be found when the Kerry team needed it most.

The similarities between the 1992 and 2004 campaigns
are unmistakable: Democratic candidates with decades of
experience as elected officials trying to defeat an incumbent
George Bush.  The Republicans no doubt remembered 1992,
as their campaign strategy was almost an exact replica of

theirs twelve years ago.  In both elections the Bushes
campaigned heavily on their successful military operations
to protect and promote democracy in the Middle East, and
used promises of tax reform to downplay the less than stellar
economy.

Even the personal attacks the Republicans employed
to discredit John Kerry were recycled from 1992. Republican
questions about Kerry’s military heroics were reminiscent
of their 1992 challenges to Clinton’s nonexistent military
record.  From ‘draft dodger’ to ‘traitor’, the Republicans
never run out of names to call Democratic candidates.

And when name-calling fails, the question of sexual
indiscretion is never far behind.  Who can forget Jennifer
Flowers, who admitted that the Republican Party encouraged
her to come forward and claim to be Clinton’s former lover?
This was a tactic that the GOP likely tried to repeat this
summer, when it was leaked to the press that Kerry had
engaged in some unscrupulous behavior with one of his
interns — a report which was never corroborated by any
former Kerry interns, and was later completely debunked
when it was reported that the intern in question had never
even met the Senator.

And then there’s the ‘flip-floper’ characterization, one
of the few Republican catch phrases that cannot be attributed
to the ingenuity of Karl Rove.  No, the flip-flop identity was
W. quoting his dad, who said of his opponent in 1992, ‘…on
a lot of issues [Clinton is] first on one side then on the other.
He’s been spotted in more places than Elvis Presley.’  When
the flip-flop label didn’t stick to Clinton, the Republicans
tried it on Kerry. Apparently, the second time’s a charm.

In all fairness, the Democrats did eventually catch on
to the recycled campaign tactics of the Bush camp.  That’s
the most likely explanation for their last minute hiring of
James Carville, manager of Clinton’s 1992 campaign, and

the subsequent more aggressive and focused shift the Kerry
campaign took in its final months.  Unfortunately it was too
little too late for the Kerry/Edwards ticket.  The tactics that
fell short for the Republicans in 1992 had already taken hold
with the 2004 voting public and W. was on his way back to
the White House.

2 November 2004 has come and gone and it’s now time
for the Democratic Party to look ahead to 2008.  While much
attention currently hovers around the future of the Party’s
ideology, it’s important to remember that in an election the
quality of the campaign is almost as important as the quality

of the candidate.  Whatever platform the party chooses to
stand on in 2008, it is still going to need to be sold to the
American people.  And there’s no question that Democratic
campaign tactics aren’t registering with the voting public
the way they have in the past.  As much as many Dems
would like to forget that first Tuesday of November, it’s
important to remember the strategies of 2004 that failed and
those of 1992 that succeeded.  Studying past election
successes and failures is the best hope of making the
Democrats the comeback kids in 2008.

[Ignoring the past] proved fatal for
the 2004 presidential hopes of the
Democratic Party the first Tuesday
night of November, as the 1992
campaign playbook was nowhere
to be found when the Kerry team
needed it most.

Studying past election successes
and failures is the best hope of
making the Democrats the
comeback kids in 2008.

TL
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Fear Conquered All
BY SACHA A. BOEGEM

Just before the election I received a Bush-Cheney
  campaign flyer containing graphic photos of the World
 Trade Center towers immersed in smoke and fire, with

grainy black and white images of Osama bin Laden and
Senator John Kerry.  Red words on a black background
communicated frightening messages about Kerry, and
included a few isolated phrases from sentences Kerry had
uttered (e.g.
‘global test,’
‘nuisance’) – all
taken nicely out
of context so as
to completely
distort their
m e a n i n g .
Kerry’s record
was similarly
misrepresented,
and the flyer
berated him for
voting to cut the
very same
weapons systems that Fear Monger-in-Chief Dick Cheney
supported cutting.  It reminded me of another Republican
flyer I had seen a few days earlier claiming that Kerry would
ban the Bible if he were elected.  Ridiculous of course, but
fear and ignorance are bedfellows, and many decent
Christians likely believed it — especially after some were
told by their church ministers
they would go directly to Hell
if they voted for Kerry.

The story of the 2004
presidential election is,
unfortunately, one of fear.
Fear of terrorism.  Fear of
change in a time of war.  Fear
of science.  Fear of tolerant
and socially progressive
policies on gay rights,
women’s rights, and minority
rights.  Fear that Kerry was
not sufficiently religious to
be president.  Fear carefully
cultivated, fanned, and exploited by a Republican campaign
machine willing to do and say anything to be victorious.

Fear of terrorism and of change in a time of war gave
the president a slight but significant increase in support
among traditionally strong Democratic constituencies such
as women, Jews, Catholics, Latinos and urban voters.  Like
the flyer I received, Osama bin Laden’s release of a videotape
just days before the election reminded the public of 9/11
and probably increased the level of fear just enough to tip
the election to Bush — which was almost certainly bin
Laden’s intention.  Bin Laden understands well that Bush’s
policies — particularly with regard to the war in Iraq and the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict — have been invaluable in uniting
the Muslim world against the U.S., recruiting more terrorists
for al-Qaeda, and isolating Americans from the rest of the

The concrete result of all the
Republican propaganda was
that many Bush voters were
hopelessly misinformed when
they cast their presidential
ballot.

world.  Bush’s reckless fiscal policies also fit nicely with bin
Laden’s goal of undermining America’s global economic
dominance.

The Bush campaign’s exploitation of hot-button social
issues like gay marriage, gun rights, stem cell research and
abortion provided the president with extremely strong
backing from his party’s conservative base.  In eleven states,
the opportunity to amend the state constitution to ban same-
sex marriage brought out massive numbers of socially

conservative voters, and in Ohio this proved
fatal to Kerry’s presidential hopes.  These
voters showed their political strength
(helping to pass all the amendments by wide
margins), and their deep affinity for a
president viewed by many as a man of faith
guided by the Hand of God.

Fear and ignorance go hand in hand.
The concrete result of all the Republican
propaganda was that many Bush voters
were hopelessly misinformed when they
cast their presidential ballot.  A recent study
by the University of Maryland’s Program
on International Policy Attitudes and
Knowledge Networks found that:

72% of Bush supporters continue to believe Iraq had
actual WMDs or a major program for developing them;

75% believe Iraq was providing substantial support to
al-Qaeda;

68% do not know that the majority of the world opposes
the Iraq war;

74% assume Bush
favors including labor
and environmental
standards in trade
agreements;

51% think Bush
favors the Kyoto treaty
on global warming.

(See ‘The Separate
Realities of Bush and
Kerry Supporters,’ Oct.
21, 2004, at
www.pipa.org)

The director of the PIPA study explained the Bush
supporters’ ‘resistance to information’ by saying that the
trauma of 9/11 ‘created a powerful bond between Bush and
his supporters — and an idealized image ... that makes it
difficult for his supporters to imagine that he could have
made incorrect judgments before the war, that world public
opinion could be critical of his policies or that [he] could
hold foreign policy positions that are at odds with his
supporters.’

Thus, fear and ignorance, combined with an unshakable
faith in Bush’s infallibility and moral superiority
overwhelmed any substantive disagreements many voters
had with the president on a broad range of issues such as
the economy, the loss of jobs, the budget deficit, Social
Security, tax policy, health care, prescription drugs from

Canada, the
environment ,
the Iraq war, and
even the war on
terror.

So where is
the hope?
Those who
believe America
must continue
its historic
march toward
expanding civil
r i g h t s ,
increasing social
justice, and
bringing hope
and opportunity
to all Americans,
should not
despair.

AP

But Hope Lives On After November

…The greatest hope for putting
America back on track comes
from young people across
America who became involved
in and energized about the
political process.

If there’s a silver lining in Bush’s
victory, it is that he and his
Republican cohorts are going to
have to clean up their own mess –
or face the wrath of the voters in
2006 and 2008.

Voters who cast their ballots on November 2 were hindered by misperceptions of Bush’s policies.

First, despite talk of Bush having a mandate, the fact is
that his victory was the narrowest win of any sitting
president since 1916.  That’s hardly a ringing endorsement.
And even if he did have a mandate, what would it be?
Perhaps it is to ban gay marriage, or to win the war on terror,
or to just be a moral and religious president.  But the vast
majority of his supporters certainly did not vote for him
because of his proposals to privatize Social Security, drill

for oil in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, or implement a
more regressive tax structure.

Second, unlike four years ago, Bush’s policies of the
last four years have ensured that he will begin his second
term with America headed in the wrong direction.  The budget
deficit is a fiscal disaster.  The war in Iraq is not going away.
People continue to lose their health insurance and fall into
poverty.  Job creation remains sluggish and real wages
continue to decline.  And the country is more divided than
ever.  If there’s a silver lining in Bush’s victory, it is that he
and his Republican cohorts are going to have to clean up
their own mess – or face the wrath of the voters in 2006 and
2008.

Third, history is on our side.  Four more years of radical
and regressive policies will not stop America from eventually
moving forward toward a more just and enlightened society,
as it always has, even if the forces of fear and ignorance
gained a momentary triumph in this election.

Finally, the greatest hope for putting America back on
track comes from young people across America who became
involved in and energized about the political process.  Young
people came out in record numbers and voted
overwhelmingly for Kerry.  Even though they were not able
to put Kerry in the White House, they came very close, and
they helped elect progressive candidates in many other races
across the country.  As long as young people like you and
me stay engaged in the political process and have the
courage to vote our hopes and not our fears, hope lives on,
and America will emerge from this unfortunate period sooner
than any of us may dare to believe.

Bin Laden’s video release days before the election
incited enough fear to push voters for Bush to the polls.

TL
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Where Do We Go From Here?

In the aftermath of the election, there
have been reports of voter
disenfranchisement, fraud, and

machine malfunctions. Some
Democrats believe that Kerry should
have won the
E l e c t o r a l
College and
therefore the
e l e c t i o n .
Some of
t h e s e
allegations
may very well
prove to be
true, and we
owe it to our
democratic process to examine,
evaluate and address these concerns.

As a party, however, we cannot
dwell on what could or should have
been. We must examine why the Bush
administration was able to even be
competitive in the midst of a failing war,
a suffering economy, and reports of
scandal and fraud. We must examine

what went
wrong in the
party, not
just the
s y s t e m .
There are
m a n y
angles and
issues to be
studied, but
above all,
t h e

Democratic Party needs to master the
art of the message and learn to cut

The Republicans dominated
communication during the
election season while the
Democrats were struggling
with what their message
should even be. OR?

The Future of the Democratic Party
BY JAMIE GULLEN

If Americans are voting on the
basis of ‘morals’, we need to
make the case that providing
health care to all citizens,
repealing tax breaks that mostly
benefit the wealthy, and
improving the education system
are also moral issues.

through Republican propaganda.
There were serious obstacles to a

Bush reelection; toward the end of the
campaign season, the Republicans were
getting nervous. But in the end, the
Republican spin machine was able to
overcome their hindrances and convince
voters that if they voted for Kerry,
terrorists would stand in the middle of
their cities with nuclear weapons while
simultaneously being wed to other
members of the same sex and aborting
children thanks to radical judges. The
issues of gay marriage, abortion, and
terrorism won the election for George
Bush. The Democrats will continue to
lose if they do not learn to cut through
the propaganda and show voters that
the Republican Party does not hold
authority over morals, faith and security.

The key to winning the rhetoric war
is to reframe these issues. If Americans
are voting on the basis of ‘morals’, we
need to make the case that providing
health care to all citizens, repealing tax
breaks that mostly benefit the wealthy,
and improving the
education system are also
moral issues. How can
society force women to
bring children into this
world when it will not
support them
economically or provide
them with medical care
and a solid education?
That is not moral and it is
not pro-life. Likewise, if
Americans are voting on
the basis of national
security issues,
Democrats needed to make the case
that the world is less safe with Bush as
President, because Al-Qaeda has
continued to recruit members and
Osama bin Laden is still at large.

Another important strategy the
Republicans use to manipulate public
opinion is repetition. They take sound
bites and repeat them over and over
again until they become accepted as
fact. For example, John Kerry is the

‘most liberal senator in the US Senate’,
‘Kerry’s health care plan is a
government takeover’, and ‘Kerry
voted for the war and against money to
the troops.’ Why not point out that Bush
has taken the country on a right wing
radical agenda based on his
fundamentalist beliefs? Or remind
Americans that he lied in his justification
to go to war, and that his domestic
policies play to his big business interests?

The Republicans dominated
communication during the election
season while the Democrats were
struggling with what their message
should even be. The Democratic Party
has always been a bottom up
organization representing the issues of
many groups of people, yet the solution
is not to limit these issues and
organizations in terms of policies. The
answer is to consolidate a platform that
the party transmits to the public during
campaign season. There can still be
policy nuances and many issues on the
table, but these need to be simplified

when sending a clear message to the
American people. By taking back
control of rhetoric, delivering a clear and
concise message, and cutting through
Republican propaganda, the
Democratic Party can return to the
forefront of American politics. We are
on the right side of the issues, but the
wrong side of the management.
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Kerry, who represents a more middle-road Democracy, greets competitor Nader, whose

supporters feel that Kerry has deserted the more liberal Democrats.
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November Under the Looking Glass

In the wake of disaster 2004, it may be of some
use to look back at what went wrong before we,
as a party and as a people, move on.  Reviewing

the long campaign, what is utterly baffling is how a
president who has lost jobs, brought us into a war
that has resulted in the deaths of over 1,000
Americans with little
success or good press,
and who has an approval
rating under 50% could
get reelected. Was it
because the president ran
a good campaign, or that
Kerry ran a bad one?
With a Democratic Party
united to defeat Bush, it
seemed that although the
margin would be
extremely close, a Kerry
victory was inevitable.

Making sense of the madness begins with the few
key blunders that Kerry made early on in the
campaign.  Whatever principles the decision was
made on aside, voting against the $87 billion dollars
for Iraq and Afghanistan
was a huge factor and
critical error made by
Kerry in the Senate.
Although the educated
and knowledgeable
know that this vote did
not contradict his earlier
vote authorizing the use
of force in Iraq, the
opening was too easy for
Rove to exploit.
Compounding the
damage was Kerry’s
statement, ‘I actually
voted for the $87 billion
before I voted against it.’
Again, intellectually the
point he was trying to
make was sound, but if there was ever a worse sound
bite than that I have yet to see it.  With this blunder,
the Bush campaign’s attempts to paint Kerry as a
flip-flopper and a weak
leader were a cakewalk.

The other crucial
mistake the Kerry
campaign made was its
response to the Swift
Boat Veterans for Truth
ads that viciously maligned
Kerry’s war record.
Coming out of the
Democratic Convention,
Kerry had a lot of
momentum and was up in
most polls.  However,
after a lethargic August
with a hazy message and
with the Swift Boat ads
dominating the attention
of the media, Kerry
slipped.  Only shaking up the campaign staff and
bringing in Joe Lockhart stemmed the tide, but by
then, the Republican Convention had given Bush a
lead he would never relinquish.

These mistakes should not stop the realization
that Karl Rove and the Bush campaign played their
cards perfectly again.  In 2000 they moved to the
middle with a message of compassionate
conservatism, and this time around they shifted back
to the right in order to mobilize the four million

evangelicals who did not
vote in the last election.
Many, including myself,
doubted this strategy
because of the potential
for a monumental turnout
of young voters and
previously uninterested
voters who would be
excited to vote against
the administration’s
policies on the economy
and Iraq.  However,
Rove’s gamble paid off

splendidly.  The turnout was much lower than
expected but higher than it was in 2000.  This suggests
that the Christian right did turn out in force unlike
four years ago, but that young people did not fulfill

their promise.  The lesson
is one that the Democrats
learned the hard way.
People who have never
voted will not vote.  The
Democrats ran a better
tactical campaign in
where they visited and
how they generated buzz,
but at the end of the day
they were focusing their
attention on people who
don’t go to the polls.
Bush’s emphasis on
Pennsylvania over Ohio
and Cheney’s visit to
Hawaii could have been
costly, but the overall
game plan was much

more solid.
The argument can be made that Kerry was merely

140,000 votes away in Ohio from winning the election.
However, the final
weakness of his campaign
was the lack of emphasis
on an issue that would
have made great gains in
states like Ohio: jobs and
the economy.  Kerry let
Bush define the issues of
the campaign, and
although he did a good
job of exposing Bush’s
weaknesses on Iraq, he
needed to emphasize
unemployment.  In the
final analysis, national
security was too much to
overcome, and Kerry
essentially made no
adjustments from Gore’s

2000 campaign while Rove and the Republicans
expanded their conservative base.
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TL’s Post-Presidential Election Analysis
BY WILL ROSENZWEIG

The argument can be made that
Kerry was merely 140,000
votes away in Ohio from
winning the election.
However, the final weakness of
his campaign was the lack of
emphasis on an issue that
would have made great gains
in states like Ohio: jobs and
the economy.

THE WINNERS
David Vitter (R)
becomes the first
Republican ever to be
elected to Senate from
Lousiana.  He avoided
a runoff election by
garnering 55% of the

vote to replace longtime Democratic
Senator John Breaux.

Mel Martinez (R)
won his race over
Betty Castor to
capture the Senate
seat in Florida
occupied by the
retiring Democrat
Bob Graham.

Martinez becomes the first Cuban
American Senator.

Barack Obama (D)
easily defeated
Alan Keyes in
Illinois to become
the only African
American member
of the U.S. Senate.
Obama generated

a lot of attention both for his charisma and
for his stirring speech at the Democratic
Convention.

John Thune (R) won
his race in South
Dakota to unseat
Senate Minority
Leader Tom
Daschle.  Thune
avenged his narrow

loss to Sen. Tim Johnson two years ago.

Tom Coburn (R) of
Oklahoma defeated Brad
Carson to replace Don
Nickles in the Senate.
Coburn, a physician and
former Congressman
easily won his race
despite polls showing

the race in a dead heat.

Ken Salazar (D)
joins Mel Martinez
as the only
Hispanics in the
U.S. Senate after
winning the seat in
Colorado.  Salazar

formed a coalition of Hispanics and urban
voters to defeat businessman Peter Coors.

UNITED STATES SENATE

Karl Rove and the Bush
campaign played their cards
perfectly again.  In 2000 they
moved to the middle with a
message of compassionate
conservatism, and this time
around they shifted back to the
right in order to mobilize the
four million evangelicals who
did not vote in the last election.

... What is utterly baffling is how a
president who has lost jobs,
brought us into a war that has
resulted in the deaths of over 1,000
Americans with little success or
good press, and who has an
approval rating under 50% could
get reelected.
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Senate Races Marked By Losses, But
Few Bright Lights
Democrats’ Uphill Battle A Non-Starter
BY WILL ROSENZWEIG

The 2004 election debacle for the Democrats
was not confined to the presidential race.  The
hope and promise of taking back the Senate

was dashed early in the night when races in states
Democrats hoped to defend and states Democrats
hoped to snatch ended in crushing defeats.  The
defining element of this battle for Senate Democrats
was the extremely unfriendly terrain of the contests in
which they were engaged.

In a bleak opening to the campaign season, and
much to the delight of Republicans, five popular
Southern Democrats decided to retire.  The result
was a hard fight for maintaining power in the
increasingly conservative South.  The other
competitive races, three of which looked like possible
Democrat gains and one defending incumbency, also
took place on conservative terrain. In short,
Democrats were fighting an uphill battle from the
beginning.  While Illinois Democrat Barack Obama
was a sign of hope for the party and gained a seat for
the Democrats, easy victories in Georgia and
Louisiana gave the Republicans gains in both states.
To make matters worse, of the eight competitive
races this year, Democrats were only able to win one.
At the end of the night the Republicans had gained
four seats and had extended their majority, with 55
seats to 44 Democratic seats and one independent.

The battleground state of Kentucky provided the
Democrats with the greatest hope of taking back the
Senate and the earliest indicator that election 2004
would go sour.  Incumbent Republican Senator Jim
Bunning blew a double-digit lead in the polls over the
last weeks of the campaign because of a series of
gaffes that included admitting that he hadn’t read a
newspaper in six days and that he got all of his
information from FOX News.  His opponent was a

young, single physician named Dan Mongiardo known
as ‘Dr. Dan.’  The polls indicated a dead heat going
into election day.  However, despite Mongiardo
leading a good deal of the night, Bunning ended up
with 51% of the vote and reelection.  Bunning, no
stranger to close calls as he won his seat 6 years ago
with a mere 6,000 vote margin, reinforced the long
pattern of dashed hopes for the Democrats that night.

Out West the Democrats continued to struggle
to gain ground.  The race in Oklahoma turned from a
close call to a blowout as Republican Tom Coburn
won election to replace Don Nickles.  Lisa
Murkowski held onto her Senate seat in Alaska
despite trailing in the polls for much of the year to
popular former Governor Tony Knowles.  The only
upside for the Democrats all night was the close victory
of Attorney General of Colorado Ken Salazar in the
fight to succeed Ben Night Horse Campbell as
Senator.  He was able to edge-out businessman and
beer baron Pete Coors.  However, that gain of one
seat was offset by the brutal defeat of Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle in South Dakota to Former
Representative John Thune with a margin of 51% to
49%.  The failure to gain seats in these crucial states
was complemented by the clean-sweep of the races
in the South by Republicans.  In addition to easy wins
in Louisiana and Georgia, Republicans also won the
heated races of North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Florida.  The defeat in the Sunshine State was
especially close with former Bush cabinet member
Mel Martinez edging-out Betty Castor 50% to 48%.

With the expanded Republican majority and a
second Bush administration, it is likely that 2004 has
given the Republicans a great deal of leeway in
confirming reactionary judges and passing
conservative legislation.  Somehow the Democrats

must regroup and come back stronger in 2006 with
a stronger message than merely opposing Bush.
November 2nd only proved that conservatism is on
the rise, and the consequences could be dire.
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The hope and promise of taking
back the Senate was dashed
early in the night when races
in states Democrats hoped to
defend and states Democrats
hoped to snatch ended in
crushing defeats.
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November 2nd only proved
that conservatism is on the
rise, and the consequences
could be dire.

THE LOSERS
Tom Daschle (D), the
Senate Minority
Leader, lost his race
to former Rep. John
Thune, who is a
major pickup for the
R e p u b l i c a n s .
Daschle’s loss sets up
Harry Reid of Nevada to take the
Democratic Leadership post.

Peter Coors (R),
businessman and
head of Coors
B r e w i n g
Company was not
able to turn his
immense name
recognition and
c o n s i d e r a b l e
political capital
into a Senate seat.
His undoing may have been his support for
the lowering of the drinking age to 18.

Tony Knowles (D),
popular Governor of
Alaska from 1994-2002
was unable to unseat
Sen. Lisa Murkowski.
Knowles appeared to be
in the lead for most of
the campaign due to the
unpopularity of his opponent.

Erskine Bowles (D) was
defeated in a race for a
North Carolina Senate
Seat for the 2nd straight
time.  The Former
Clinton Chief of Staff
lost to Elizabeth Dole in
2002 and Richard Burr
this time around.

Dan Mongiardo (D)
was a political
unknown in Kentucky
until his campaign for
Senate took off a
month before the
election.  In the end
he came up just short,
however, to Sen. Jim
Bunning.

Alan Keyes (R), two
time presidential
candidate and two time
candidate for the Senate
in Maryland was
defeated soundly in a
bizarre race in Illinois
in which he was
recruited to replace Jim
Ryan who had to
withdraw because of a sex scandal.
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On Moral Values
Constructive Thoughts for Moral America

Somewhere in between the optimism
of November 2nd and the
disappointment of November 3rd,

America witnessed a surprising cameo from
a new player on the political scene. In
hundreds of exit polls across the nation,
those voting for President George W. Bush
consistently named ‘moral values’ as the
most important issue of the 2004 election.
Suddenly the war on terror,
the failing economy, and the debacle in Iraq
had all taken a backseat to good morals for
Republican voters.

What might this say about those of us
who did not vote for George W. Bush: have

        BY KRISTINA JOHNSON
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The greatest tragedy
of the next four years
will be allowing the
appalling silence of
the good people to
continue.

As John Edwards said
to supporters on Tuesday
in Boston, ‘It’s okay to
be disappointed — but
you can’t just walk
away. The fight has just
begun!’

the wealthy and doing away
with environmental regulations.

My morality says that religion can be a
source of great strength and inspiration, a
reason to have hope in a hopeless world;
yet religion never belongs in public schools,
and it certainly does not belong in a State of
the Union address.

I know that my moral values are the best
ones for America. Why? Because I
read about them in the Constitution. So why
did the unthinkable happen on Tuesday?
The answer is simple: because we like
to believe that someone else is going to get
the job done for us. When Martin Luther
King Jr. was famously imprisoned in a
Birmingham jail cell, he wrote, ‘History will
determine that the greatest tragedy of
this time was not the strident clamor of the
bad people, but rather the appalling silence
of the good people.’

The greatest tragedy of the next four
years will be allowing the appalling silence
of the good people to continue. I ask you to
take a stand. Talk about your values. I have
spent the last three months asking strangers
on the street to vote, embarrassing my
friends by refusing to leave the house
without  wearing my  decidedly
unflattering Kerry-Edwards wardrobe
ensemble, and at one point spending an
afternoon alone at a road stop off the New
Jersey Turnpike with a middle-aged stranger
named Barry because the two of us got
lost on a Kerry volunteering expedition from
NYC to Philadelphia.

we no morals? Are we all unprincipled,
hedonistic atheists?  It makes me think.
Hmmmm. Actually, I think that I have some
pretty good moral values of my own.

My morality says that over one
thousand brave American
soldiers and 100,000 Iraqis should not have
died for an unjust cause.

My morality says that we
should preserve global
a l l i a n c e s  a n d  e r a d i c a t e  r a c i s m
and homophobia, rather than preserving
racism and homophobia and eradicating
global alliances.

My morality says that we
should safeguard environmental regulations and do
away with extra tax cuts for the wealthy,
rather than safeguarding extra tax cuts for
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Continued from Year Zero, on
Cover ...

President Bush’s use of religion in his
State of the Union address offends this

would-be speechmaker.

outright deception.  This strategy of
‘muddying the waters’ played out well,
confusing voters in what otherwise would
have been some tricky issues for the Bush
campaign, particularly with the Iraq war.  The
now infamous Program on International
Policy Attitudes (PIPA) study by the
University of Maryland showed that nearly
50% of Americans still believe that a
definitive link between Iraq and Al-Qaeda
has been found, while 22% still think that
WMDs have been found in Iraq.  Even more
telling, 67% of FOX News viewers — the
highest percentage among viewers of any
network — thought that the US had found
clear evidence of collaboration between
Saddam and Al Qaeda, as compared to only
16% of PBS viewers or NPR listeners.

The Republican Noise Machine is a
gigantic, well-oiled automaton, while
Democrats are a ragtag band of

prisoners bound by their hands and feet,
bickering over whether or not to scoot this
way or that while the automaton advances
menacingly upon them in lockstep.
Nevertheless, liberals need to remember that
the consolidation of conservative power was
a long and steady process built up over the
past 30 years.

David Brock, ex-conservative and
former Washington Times reporter,
documented the rise of the Right in his book
The Republican Noise Machine.  Brock
explains that the seeds of their revolution
were sown during the liberal republic of the
1960s, when Lyndon Johnson crushed Barry
Goldwater in the 1964 election.  In fact, back
then the word ‘conservative’ carried more

negative connotation than ‘liberal’ does
today.  Joe Conason, Salon columnist and
author of Big Lies, commented that
Republicans ‘had to take the stink off the
term “conservative”, and they did a very
good job at it, but it took a long time with a
lot of investment of money and intellect.’

Hobbled by Goldwater’s
antigovernment, anti-union, anti-Semitic,
and anti-civil rights platform, it was indeed
enormously difficult to reshape the
Republican message. Goldwater had crudely
denounced America’s cities as ‘jungles’,
called for lobbing a ‘nuclear bomb into the
men’s room at the Kremlin,’ and had garnered
the endorsement of the Ku Klux Klan.  After
his humiliating defeat in 1964, when he
picked up only 52 electoral votes in Arizona
and the Deep South, a cadre of conservatives
went to work.  Brock wrote, ‘It became their
long-term goal to reverse what they saw as
the media forces arrayed against them.’
Simultaneously, the Religious Right wedded
itself to the movement, prepared to foment
the Culture War.  According to Harper’s
columnist Lewis Lapham, evangelists such
as the Rev. Jerry Falwell were convinced ‘[the
liberal consensus] had been the work of
Satan, who had loosed a plague of guitarists
upon the land.’

Unsurprisingly, no one was more
paranoid of the ‘liberal media’ than Richard
Nixon.  He viewed the press with irate
distrust, hotly contemptuous of the
northeastern establishment and the elite, Ivy
League-educated press corps who were
supposedly conspiring to ‘get’ him.  During
Nixon’s tenure, journalists topped his
‘enemies list,’ and government officials were
ordered to wiretap journalists’ phones.
These officials ‘were criminally minded,’
Brock writes, ‘determined to “rat-fuck” their
enemies by any means, in their parlance.’

In the 1970s, money began pouring into
conservative foundations and think tanks
with now-familiar names such as the Heritage
Foundation, the American Enterprise
Institute, and the Hoover Institution.  John
M. Olin, who made vast fortunes from
chemical and ammunitions manufacturing,
founded the Olin Foundation, while
Colorado’s beer barons launched the Coors
Foundation.  The non-too politically correct
William Coors reportedly once informed
African-American businessmen that ‘one of
the best things [slave traders] did for you is
to drag your ancestors over here in chains.’

As Brock notes, these institutions
began funneling large sums of money into
conservative publications and conservative
scholars.  In 1978, Irving Kristol and Olin
Foundation chair William Simon dispersed
initial funds for the founding of conservative
newspapers on college campuses, including
the ‘blatantly racist, sexist and homophobic’
Dartmouth Review in 1980 and the Cornell
Review in 1984.  To this day, these papers
continue to receive money from the
conservative Collegiate Network
foundation.  Mainstream conservative
publications rapidly spawned, including the
Wall Street Journal editorial page, the
American Spectator, the New York Post, the
National Review, and the Weekly Standard,
home to an antsy band of neocons.  As early
as 1997, the Weekly Standard was clamoring
for war in Iraq, with its cover story
‘SADDAM MUST GO’.  In 1982, the
bedlamite Rev. Sun Myung Moon founded
the Washington Times ‘to fulfill God’s
desperate desire to save this world.’  The
wantonly racist and homophobic Moon once
called gays ‘dung-eating dogs’, and declared
that ‘by killing one man, Jesus, the Jewish
people had to suffer for 2,000 years … during
the Second World War, six million people

Being an agent of change is not always
easy, and it is hardly ever glamorous.  But it
is always the right thing to do.

These are my moral values, President
Bush. I hope that you enjoy your time
in office, because in 2008 I am going to have
a law degree and no more patience for your
distortion and misrepresentation of American
morality.

As John Edwards said
to supporters on Tuesday in Boston, ‘It’s
okay to be disappointed — but you can’t
just walk away. The fight has just begun!’

were slaughtered to cleanse all the sins of
the Jewish people from the time of Jesus.’

Conservatives also began flooding into
radio and the televised media, eventually
mastering the medium by the 1990s.  Lewis
Lapham estimates that by then the vast
majority of radio talk shows had a
conservative bias, and reached 80% of the
nation’s audience.  Rush Limbaugh is
unarguably the master of Coughlin-inspired
demagogic right-wing radio, drawing nearly
12 million listeners per day, his hate-filled
broadcasts splattered with lies and racist
screed.  According to Limbaugh, anti-war
protesters were ‘anti-American, anti-
capitalist Marxists and Communists,’
Mussolini was ‘a liberal,’ Democrats are a
‘two-inch crowd,’ and ‘[African Americans]
have been complaining for fifty years.’

Although conservatives continued to
bang their spoons about the ‘liberal media,’
TV news had also fallen to right-wing
influence.  In 1996, Rupert Murdoch and
Roger Ailes founded the FOX News
Channel, the first cable news network to
shamelessly infuse news with conservative
commentary, all while taunting and
infuriating critics with its ‘fair and balanced’
misnomer.  Brit Hume, a supposedly
objective anchor, once insisted that
California was far more dangerous than Iraq
because both were of the same geographical
size.  On FOX’s The O’Reilly Factor, ruffian
Bill O’Reilly has contemplated when blacks
‘will start thinking for themselves,’ and once
informed a lesbian guest that ‘I wouldn’t let
you anywhere near my seven year-old, with
all due respect.’  He regularly bullies,
harasses, and pummels guests on his show
with counterfactual information and angrily
denounces facts as ‘socialist’ when
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Liberalism’s Faltering Voice

BY TUNG-JIM (TONY) WU

I’m sure many progressives, following the ‘selected, but
not elected’ results of 2000, talked about the past four
years as a new beginning.  Liberals talked about increas-

ing voter turnout and adopted the slogan ‘Anybody But
Bush’.  We selected
John Kerry as our can-
didate, an articulate
individual who
seemed to embody
the honor and the
leadership that was
lacking in Bush.  Ker-
ry urged us to vote,
because this was the
most important elec-
tion of our lifetime.
Unfortunately, the
events of 2 November
made clear that our efforts didn’t go far enough. What we
need to do now is to pause, assess what went wrong, and
discuss what actions need to be taken.

Unfortunately, the Republican Party has a near mandate
on enacting policies in the near future.  Therefore, it’s
clear that the most important election of our lifetime is
not in 2008, but in 2006.  Simply put, this isn’t an issue
of liberals versus conservatives, or Democrats versus
Republicans.  It’s the fact that unless we can make
effective changes over the next two years, Karl Rove
will achieve his goal of marginalizing the liberals of
our society.  I may be left of center, but this is definitely
not an issue of political views.  If we fail to make
changes, one lone voice, the Republican voice, could
effectively dominate the political process in our
country when our country is so clearly divided.

Do we have to take back a majority of the
governorships, the House, and the Senate?  No, and
it’s probably not likely to occur.  What we must do,
though, is to ensure that discourse increases, not only
at the academic level, but also amongst the entire
population, and to ensure that our representation is
more balanced in terms of the country’s views.  We
cannot run and hide, as some pundits thought we
would do.  We must fight, but we must fight smart, and
with a purpose.

I don’t believe that John Kerry is the one who
lost the election.  I do believe that what lost this election

is the lack of definition within the Democratic Party.  Pundits
on television are correct on one point:  the Democratic Party
has lost its voice.  In many ways, it is the party’s own doing.
As liberals, we open our arms and accept everything, and
as a result, we’ve become proud of the diversity of the people
and the diversity of ideas within one party.  Diversity is
undoubtedly a great thing.  However, we need to define the

core set of values and the central agenda
that most Democrats will support.  For
example, whereas we were once a party for
labor, mobilization of the labor movement has
had very little impact.  Democrats also used
to offer a strong and aggressive foreign
policy that called for increased world
cooperation; this past election shows how
divided the party is in regards to foreign
affairs.

The agenda has to be engaging.  It has
to mobilize our base, while attracting the
middle.  We must be practical, because I
believe that elections will still be typically

won in the middle, despite President Bush’s victory this
year. In many ways, that has been the other significant
problem Democrats face.  Our ideas simply do not attract
people, especially those in rural America.  Why would the

We cannot talk in
abstract, ideological
terms anymore.  We must
find effective and
practical policies.

Redefining the Liberal Message

average rural American support Democrats when
Republicans are offering them tax refunds in the short term?
Democratic messages are complex and nuanced and
consequently, must be explained better.  It sounds simple,

but it’s not.  Somehow we must make it clear that the
Democratic message is the one that offers them the best
standard of living, the best life, and the most opportunities.
We cannot talk in abstract, ideological terms anymore.  We
must find effective and practical policies.  The Democratic
Party is the one best suited to increasing America’s fortunes,
but few know or understand that.  Right now, rural America
is so disillusioned with liberals that they end up voting for

a variety of other issues.
Admittedly, I’m not sure what this new message

should be.  I have my own ideas.  Cornell liberals, and
other young liberals, though, can take an aggressive
role in bringing about this change.  We should begin to
hold open forums here to discuss the future of
liberalism.  We need to hear what everyone thinks, and
engage them out in the open.  We must do so now to
get our momentum rolling for the midterm elections.
Beyond that, we need to head out into the communities
and reach out to the people.  Specifically, we need to
target the youth of America in secondary schools
around the country.

We need to do this, and we must.  Because if we
don’t, we face a lifetime of suppression unbefitting of
the traditions of our founding fathers.  When Alexis de
Tocqueville came to visit America, he took note of the
great discourse within this country.  Liberals must realize
that, as the agents of change, we cannot talk about
potentially esoteric policies that may be right, but hard
to understand.  If we cannot succeed soon, then the
future will be quite dark for this country.

If we fail to make changes, one
lone voice, the Republican
voice, could effectively
dominate the political process
in our country.

John F. Kerry embodied the honor and leadership that was
conspicuously lacking in Bush.
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presented with the truth.  Collectively, the people at FOX
may have lowered the standards of professional journalism
by blending political commentary and news, but it has made
for a fantastic bottom line.  During the 2004 election cycle,
FOX regularly topped the ratings, inducing CNN and
MSNBC to hire even more conservative commentators in
an effort to emulate FOX’s ratings and financial success.

This so-called ‘Outfoxed Effect’ has swept throughout
the media, corroding political discourse and obscuring
political issues, often to the disadvantage of the Kerry-
Edwards campaign.  Even though the Right now exerts great
control over the media, right-wing guests such as Ann
Coulter ’86 continue to appear on right-wing shows on right-
wing networks, nattering on and on about the ‘liberal media
bias,’ thus allowing the Right to intimidate the mainstream
media from reporting anything that remotely smacks of liberal
bias.  Worst of all is the unfortunate notion of false
equivalency, where Dick Cheney’s gargantuan lies about
not conflating Iraq and 9/11 and John Edwards’ minor
distortions are equated in the media in an attempt to
‘factcheck’ both sides.   Cheney’s promulgation of 2 + 2 =
77,000 suddenly becomes commensurate with Edwards’ 2 +
2 = 5.

While obscuring the facts, the Right simultaneously
unleashed the attack dogs against John Kerry.  Kerry never
fully recovered from the incessant ‘flip-flop’ chanting, nor
was he able to beat off the ‘Massachusetts elitist’ boiler
plate.  As with Max Cleland and John McCain, Kerry’s heroic
war record was tarred and feathered. All throughout August,
the vile Swift Boat Vets basked in abundant publicity and
free ad airtime on cable news networks.  As Conason said, ‘I
will admire John Kerry for the rest of my life for the courage
and grit that he showed in the face of the most vicious kind

of attacks … this guy got a raw deal, as he was not treated
with the respect he deserved, particularly by the media.’

The good news is that although conservative
domination of the public mindset and the media is
currently at apogee, the progressive movement has

finally stirred from its deep slumber.  During this past
election, liberals made great strides, encouraged by an
energized electorate and the success of mammoth
fundraising efforts.  We are rapidly erecting our own
infrastructure, with the creation of the Center for American
Progress and other liberal foundations.  David Brock has
founded the media watchdog group Media Matters For
America.  Al Franken and others have launched the liberal
radio network Air America, which is rapidly piercing
conservative supremacy over the airwaves.  Assisted by a
formidable corps of bloggers, the new liberal infrastructure
— though rickety and unfledged — has already flexed its
power, most notably in shaming Sinclair Broadcasting into
backing away from their plans to air the anti-Kerry film Stolen
Honor last month.

In fact, the consolidation of liberal power has in many
ways surpassed the pace of the conservatives’ own
movement 30 years ago.  It is this steady commitment to
promoting progressive ideas and winning back the media
that will help ensure future victories.  It will also help rectify
the regrettable tendency for Democrats to eat their wounded,
with some fervid liberals already castigating John Kerry and
the Democratic National Committee for our loss this year.
Although Kerry certainly committed some errors during his
campaign, as long as the issues remain muddied and
distorted, Democrats will struggle to surmount the
Republican pinnacle.

Thus, it would be a futile attempt to win more votes by
compromising Democratic stances on gay marriage and
abortion.  The Democratic Party needs to hone its present

ideas and craft a message that resonates with voters.
Foremost, we must not let the Right and the media to define
‘moral values’ for us.  We must wrest away those two words
from the Republicans, for moral values are rooted in
compassion, fairness, freedom, and justice, not a pro-war,
homophobic, crony capitalist and steely society which
adulterates God’s verdant green Earth. As we whet our
message, liberals must also continue to devote the resources
and the money in constructing our own apparatus to deliver
our message.  ‘80% of Republicans are just Democrats who
just don’t know what’s going on,’ Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
remarked last week, ‘we’ve got to take over the bullhorn.
We’ve got a media that’s run by the right wing that’s not
telling the truth… when you tell [people] the truth, they
change their vote.’

Understandably, the first Bush term has augured fears
that the nation will go down the toilet during the next four
years. But in 2004, the seeds were sown for our own
movement, and we must and will build upon this base for
future ascendancy.  As Joe Conason dryly noted, the only
problem in the meantime is that ‘we’re going to be swirling
around in there with them.’

Sources:

I have derived much of the historical rise of the Right and
current media trends from David Brock’s The Republican
Noise Machine: Right-Wing Media and How it Corrupts
Democracy (New York:  Crown Publishers, 2004). Lewis
H. Lapham’s piece ‘Tentacles of Rage: the Republican
Propaganda Mill, A Brief History,’ (Harper’s, Sept. 2004,
31-41) is another well-written documentation.
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The Importance of the Presidency

BY JOSH PERLMAN

Why Bush Needs To Be Held Personally Accountable as Commander-in-Chief

TL

Much to my dismay, as well as that
  of my fellow liberals, George W.
  Bush will be our president for the

next four years.  And while some voting
irregularities have come to light, it is clear
that the majority of Americans did in fact
vote for George W. Bush’s reelection.  The
people have spoken, and for one reason or
another, be it national security or values
(whatever it is they are), Americans seem to
be comfortable with George W. Bush

occupying the most powerful office in the
land.

This says something, given Bush’s
performance in the debates.  By any
measure, content, style, or otherwise, Bush
lost all three debates, some more modestly,
some dramatically.  Many conservatives
won’t refute this.  Our president, at times,
looked liked a middle-school debater
speaking for the first time in front of an
audience.

The reality is, however, that Americans
don’t have reason to expect anything better
from President Bush. After all, we are talking
about a President, who, by his own
admission, does not read the papers.  We
are talking about a President who has spent

more time on vacation than any president in
history.  We are talking about a President
who had barely traveled outside the US prior
to taking office and had a minimal amount of
international travel during his first term.

More alarming, particularly in a time
when our national security is in jeopardy, is
the fact that President Bush does not read
intelligence reports on his own. As David
Corn of The Nation pointed out when he
spoke at Cornell earlier this year, Bush failed
to read the 90-page intelligence briefing that
he was issued on Iraq prior to invading the
country in March 2003.

In light of President Bush’s propensity
to avoid the work required
to make informed
presidential decisions, it is
no wonder that he had
difficulty when it came time
to justifying these decisions
in the debates.  Even on the
issue of national security,
Bush had nothing to offer
but his all too familiar moral
generalities of why all of his
administration’s decisions
in the War on Terror have
been correct.  Even these
were poorly articulated.

Yet the fact remains,
Bush won the election

behind the support of the American people.
In trying to find out why, I have spoken with
a number of people who voted for Bush.
Naturally, people cite various different
reasons for their decision.  But it is clear that
most Bush supporters do not care that
President Bush fails to participate in the
tasks that we would expect a president to
participate in.  Since Bush ran for office in
2000, conservatives have answered this
concern not by defending Bush’s
incompetence, but by defending the
competence of those around him.  President
Bush, his supporters argue, does not need
to read intelligence briefings or newspapers
or make trips overseas because he has
advisors, a cabinet, and a Vice President who
can do this for him.

Accepting this premise is
dangerous.  It means that we
accept the fact that President Bush
is being spoon-fed filtered
information.  It means that we are
willing to put the majority of the
presidential decision-making
power into the hands of people
such as Paul Wolfowitz, Dick
Cheney, and Karl Rove.  And
regardless of the qualifications of
these people or the merits of their
neoconservative ideologies, none
of them were elected president of
the United States of America.  It is
unfair, undemocratic, and un-
American for Bush’s conservative

ideologues to wield so much power in
determining the direction of our nation.

But even assuming that those around
Bush are using their power to affect change
that is truly in the best interest of the
American people (which is not the case),
there is still a major problem with having an
ill-informed and painfully inarticulate
president.  The presidency of the United
States is the most important office in the
world, in symbol if not in practice.
Conservatives and liberals alike may laugh
when President Bush butchers the name of
an international leader, jokes about barely
reading enough to pass his college classes,
or claims that he can get as much work done
at his ranch in Crawford, Texas as he can at
the White House in Washington D.C.  We
must recognize, however, the power and
seriousness of the Presidency and realize
that when we accept mediocrity, ignorance,
and laziness in our president, we trivilialize
the office itself.  This can only hurt the US
overseas and at home.

We are talking about a
president, who, by his own
admission, does not read the
papers.  We are talking about a
President who has spent more
time on vacation than any
president in history.

We must recognize the
power and seriousness of the
presidency and realize that
when we accept mediocrity,
ignorance, and laziness in
our president, we trivilialize
the office itself.

Indeed, the problem is
not that Bush makes
miscalculations, but
that he doesn’t make
any calculations in the
first place.

George Bush performed poorly in his three debates against John Kerry.

Karl Rove holds enormous sway in the
Bush White House.

Many conservatives have scolded
liberals for disrespecting the presidency in
criticizing the merits of President Bush’s
policies, and more broadly, the way he has
conducted himself as President during this
crucial time in our nation’s history.   Bush
supporters, however, deserve more of the
blame when it comes to disrespecting the
presidency.  It is they who ignore Bush’s
shortcomings, excuse his mistakes, and
support a president whose decisions are not
his own.  Indeed, the problem is not that
Bush makes miscalculations, but that he
doesn’t make any calculations in the first
place.

George W. Bush will be our president
for the next four years.  We know what to
expect.  I argue that Americans should all
expect more. I urge all of us, as hard is it may
seem, to hold George W. Bush accountable
for the actions of his administration over
the next four years.  If we don’t, there is no
reason to believe that the 44th president of
the United States will be any better than the
43rd.

TL STAFFERS FOR AN AOL INSTANT MESSENGER DEMOCRACY!

• lame.
• ohhhhh canada!
• Nice to know we gave the world

the middle finger
• our country must be just filled

with idiots

The people have spoken! Literally!

That great medium and voice of democracy
— AOL Instant Messenger — has trumped
presidential elections as the best means
through which level-headed Americans
sharing a ‘reality-based community’ can
voice their opinions. This was proven
irrefutably when, on November 3, 2004,
angst-stricken TL Staffers tried to cheer
themselves up via that transcendent
experience of internet instant messaging —
only to find more angst, some internet porn,

and…funny away messages about the
election.  In the hope of using laughter as
the great healer, here are the best election-
mourning away messages we found.

Please excuse the profanity. We apologize
for the odd F-word, but not for these guys’
passion about our country.

• this gives a whole new meaning
to black tuesday.

• Song of the day:
Flat Out Fucked - Mudhoney
for obvious reasons

• R.I.P. Democracy
• i’m torn between suicide and

emigration... this is fucking
disgusting

• I mean, at least its not Hitler
• What. The. Fuck.
• why? why? why?  can I move to

england?

• fate is a nasty thing
• was it all just a dream?
• Q: What’s the difference between

John Kerry and Osama bin
Laden? A: Bush would actually
cancel a few days of his vacation
to attack John Kerry.

• It’s only four more years to go,
who’s counting? Well, actually,
about half of the country.

• Like gallstones, George Bush
will pass.

TL
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Will Their Pain Be Laid To Rest?
Indonesia’s Failure in Finding Justice

Indonesia’s courts have just acquitted Abilio Soares, the
civilian governor of East Timor during the 1999 massacres
of pro-independence East Timorese.  This is the tragic

conclusion of thirty years of injustice and suffering in East
Timor.  A previous conviction on the charge of war crimes
was overturned on the grounds that, as the military was in
charge of East Timor, Mr. Soares could not have been
responsible for what happened.  With similar logic, and with
only one exception, every major Indonesian official in East
Timor at the time of the massacres has been acquitted. [1]

Whether Mr. Soares was actually responsible for the
killings is open for debate, but this controversy ignores the
real issue: Indonesia has continually shirked responsibility
for some twenty-five years of crimes in this region.  As
Timor-Leste now struggles to develop, reconciliation with
Indonesia will become necessary for both parties.  Refusal
to take responsibility for past acts will only make this process
harder.

This is unfortunate because Indonesia is a nation of
vast resources, both natural and human, that could so readily
be tapped to improve the quality of life in the nation as a
whole.  As long as this country, a patchwork of countless
different tribes and ethnicities, remains torn by ethnic strife
it will never recover from the Asian Financial Crisis, which

hit Indonesia with particular ferocity.
These open sores of Indonesia are numerous and

complex.  They range from religious strife, as with the
Moluccas, to ethnic strife, as with Papua, to historic tensions
and economics, as with Aceh.  Surmounting them is a
difficult but necessary challenge.

The troubles in Aceh stem from the troubled history
between the Sumatran province and Jakarta.  Aceh was never
formally incorporated into the Dutch colony and was instead
simply annexed by Indonesia upon gaining independence.
Aceh, which has a higher proportion of Muslims than most
other parts of Indonesia, also possesses substantial oil
wealth.  This could be used to solve the country’s ongoing
problems.  Unequal distribution of the wealth generated by
oil production is one of the major points of contention
between the Acehnese and Jakarta.  While a more just

distribution of these riches would not solve all of the
problems in this region, it would go a long way towards
defusing the ongoing crisis.  Establishing a dialogue with
the Acehnese over their economic grievances and working
out how to share their oil wealth
would be a dramatic improvement
over the current situation that has
left thousands dead.

East Timor’s own offshore
gas deposits remain largely
unexploited.  While East Timor
currently has agreements with
Australia over the rights to and
development of offshore gas and
oil reserves, Indonesia could still
take a role, using its ports in West
Timor (as there are no major
developed ports in East Timor) to help ship the oil abroad.
Doing this, however, depends on reconciliation with the
East Timorese.  As long as Indonesia fails to confront the
crimes of its past, this will not be possible.

For Papua and many other regions of Indonesia,
however, the conflicts are rooted in ethnicity and religion.
Much of this is due to Indonesia’s expansionist behavior in
the 1960s and 1970s, which saw the annexation of Papua,
formerly a Dutch colony separate from Indonesia, and East
Timor, formerly a Portuguese colony.  This period also saw
the policy of ‘transmigration’, which
sought to resettle people from the
crowded islands of Java and Bali to
Kalimantan (Southern Borneo), Papua,
and elsewhere.  These migrants often
had special privileges afforded to them
that the indigenous populations were
denied.  This bigotry has repeatedly led
to violent conflict and terrible human
tragedy.

Papua New Guinea is a particularly
tragic example of this.  Annexed by
Indonesia after the Dutch departed in
1962, the native Papuans have largely
been denied their rights, while
transmigration has fueled internal
colonialism along with ethnic conflict.  It
is unclear as to how successfully the
situation there can be resolved and it is
possible that Indonesia may simply have
to surrender the region.  Such an outcome
would, however, still be an improvement from the current
situation of stalemate and sporadic violence that frightens
off foreign investment.  A resolution, even if it means giving
up control over Papua, would allow tensions to cool between
the natives and the rest of Indonesia and support

cooperation between the two in developing Papua’s
resources.

Within the crowded island of Java, where the capital
Jakarta itself is located, conflict is always near the boiling

point.  Ethnic Chinese,
while only 3% of the
population of Indonesia,
hold a significant portion
of Java’s wealth.  This has
led to savage attacks
against them, particularly
in 1997 when thousands
of Chinese in Indonesia
were beaten, raped, and
murdered by mobs of
Indonesia’s Muslim
majority.  The tension

between the Muslims and Chinese continues to create hatred
and fear, which then prevents the Chinese from participating
further in developing Indonesia’s economy – a necessary
step in order to allow Indonesia to develop its own
businesses.

These examples, among many other scattered
throughout Indonesia’s 13,000 islands, have helped slow
Indonesia’s recovery from the economic crisis.   Indonesia’s
democratization has been duly hindered, which originally
sought to acknowledge and resolve these conflicts which

began during times of authoritarian rule.
However, there is presently reason

for optimism.  Indonesia’s first
popularly-elected president, Susilo
Bambang Yudhoyono, has pledged,
with the start of his term, to peacefully
solve Indonesia’s many ethnic crises.
He has few connections to Indonesia’s
previous corrupt regimes and is widely
seen as a reformer.  If Yudhoyono can
help calm Indonesia’s simmering
tensions, years of missed opportunities
and needless suffering will be overcome.

Sources:

[1] “Ex-East Timor governor acquitted.”  The
BBC News Online.  10/6/2004.  <http://
n e w s . b b c . c o . u k / 2 / h i / a s i a - p a c i f i c /
3984667.stm> 10/5/2004

Much of the background for this article
was obtained from the following website on

Indonesia’s internal conflicts: http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/asia-
pacific/3813139.stm

If Yudhoyono can help calm
Indonesia’s simmering
tensions, years of missed
opportunities and needless
suffering will be overcome.

With only one exception, every
major Indonesian official in
East Timor at the time of the
massacres has been acquitted.
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Continued from Fresh Term, Fresh Attack
on Cover ...

The U.S. is clearly not going to back
down in response to civilian
casualties, but this aggressive
offensive may jeopardize the
supposed goal of the whole Iraqi
war — the spread of democracy.

BY BENJAMIN SELIGMAN

Former East Timor governor
Abilio Soares

both sides throughout the summer and fall. The U.S.
launched intermittent airstrikes and sniper raids, purportedly
in attempts to target members of a group led by Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi, an insurgent leader with superficial ties to al-
Qaeda. The assaults have injured and killed many civilians,
including women and children.

Negotiations between Iyad Allawi’s interim government
and the Fallujan government have proved futile. The Iraqi
government refuses to grant any of Fallujah’s demands,
which include allowing civilians who had fled the fighting
back into the city and compensating them for damage caused
in the attacks. At the same time, the Iraqi government insists
that the Fallujans surrender al-Zarqawi, but the city maintains
that the insurgent leader is
not in Fallujah. As peace
talks with Fallujah crumbled,
the U.S. intensified strikes in
mid-October and began
preparing for a major
offensive against the city.

By November 5,
suspiciously soon after
Bush was reelected, it was
clear that a large-scale U.S.
operation was imminent. On

November 7, Allawi declared Marshal Law in
Fallujah and the U.S. unleashed ‘Operation
Phantom Fury’. Ground forces stormed
towards the heart of the city while air strikes
reigned down heavily. As of November 10,
U.S. troops had taken over several key sites
in the city, including the hospital, the mayor’s
office and several mosques.  They were
expected to take over the city within 48 hours.

Phantom Fury is a major operation,
currently focusing on Fallujah. There are
about 130,000 coalition troops in Iraq, with
over 10,000 of them on the ground in the city
of Fallujah. Meanwhile, Fallujan civilians are
at great risk, especially since the U.S. army is
prohibiting males between the ages of 15 and
50 to enter or leave the area.

The U.S.
is clearly not
going to back
down in response to civilian
casualties, but this
aggressive offensive may
jeopardize the supposed goal
of the whole Iraqi war – the
spread of democracy. One of
the motivations behind this
offensive is to try to calm
insurgency in time for the

impending January elections. However, there is evidence
that these measures will only further complicate the elections,
as the Sunnis, who make up about twenty percent of the
Iraqi population, have threatened a boycott of the elections
if the attacks continue. This boycott would not only bring
into question the legitimacy of the election, but would also
undermine the purpose of the operation in Fallujah.

TL

FOCUS: ASIA

Is this what democracy looks like?
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Motorcycle Diaries
BY JAVED QADRUD-DIN

Not Your Average Coming-Of-Age Flick

Motorcycle Diaries chronicles the
tale of Ernesto Guevara (later
known as ‘Che’ Guevara), his

friend Alberto Granado, and their epic
journey together across South America
during the 1950s.  The film depicts Guevara’s
maturation from a boyish college student
yearning for adventure to a man who
becomes keenly aware of the injustices
faced by the poor in capitalist South
America.  Overall, director Walter Salles
does a commendable job, taking the
audience along on the ride that shaped one
of the world’s most famous revolutionaries.

The theme of maturation, prominent
throughout the film, culminates when
Guevara, defying the advice of his friends,
embarks on a symbolic swim across the
Amazon to spend his birthday at a leper
colony rather than with the healthy—
signifying his willingness to face danger in
order to help the downtrodden.  This
scene—a true cinematic masterpiece—
would make this movie worth watching even
if the rest of it were poorly made, which
fortunately isn’t the case.

Another particularly powerful scene is
one where Guevara and Granado reach the
craggy Incan ruins of Machu Picchu.
Guevara ponders how such a great
civilization could have fallen so quickly to
European invaders.  He concludes that guns
are the answer—the people with the guns
possess the power.  In a moment of subtle

Bernal and De La Serna on the road to self-discovery

revelation, he remarks to
Granado that revolution
cannot be achieved unless the
people face the aristocrats’
guns with guns of their own.

Despite the gravity and
emotion of some scenes, a
delightfully comic tone
pervades much of Motorcycle
Diaries.  This lighthearted
tone reminds that audience
that Guevara is human—it
allows people to see the man
behind the famous silhouette,
though the film still manages
to be serious about the
realities of poverty and the
important destiny Guevara
would one day fulfill.  The film
jumps seamlessly from
comedic trouble the two
characters have with their
beat-up motorcycle to deadly
serious scenes which take on
the pattern of interviews with
South America’s poor.

What sets Motorcycle Diaries apart
from the cliché coming-of-age story is Salles’
ability to present a delightfully sublime script
while also delineating grievous concerns
over economic inequality and stressing the
maturation of its main character.  Gael García
Bernal as Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara and
Rodrigo de la Serna as Alberto Granado both
deliver excellent performances, beautifully

portraying the friendship between their
characters.  Bernal, who also starred in the
Oscar-winning Y Tu Mama Tambien, reveals
his versatility by playing Guevara, a stark
contrast in character to the oversexed
teenager he played in Y Tu Mama.

Conservatives and others may find the
film’s message somewhat preachy, but this
superb film is a must-see for progressives,

and is particularly worthwhile for those with
interested in Che Guevara or recent Latin
American history.

Editor’s Note:  Motorcycle Diaries is
currently playing at Cinemapolis, located
at 117 E. State St. at the Ithaca Commons.
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the end of the Democratic Party; the end of
the Republican Party.  Some conservatives
see George Bush as so right-wing, so
fundamentalist Christian, so infatuated with
his personal ‘instinct’ and so devoid of all
reason and willingness to heed advice, that
he will actually alienate all non-evangelical
Christian conservatives to the point where
he will break up the unsteady coalition they
have enjoyed for the last few decades.

Before the election, I doubt the average
Bush voter realized the dissidence among
his former supporters.  London’s The
Economist, The American Conservative,
and former President Dwight D.
Eisenhower’s son John Eisenhower, a
U.S. ambassador and long-time
Republican, actually endorsed John
Kerry for President. Numerous former
Republican governors, senators, and
congressmen came out against Bush
before the election.  Here is what some of
them had to say about Bush:

It is as if Bush sought to resurrect every
false 1960s-era left-wing cliché about
predatory imperialism and turn it into
administration policy.

-Scott McConnell, The American
Conservative

The fact is that today’s ‘Republican’ Party
is one with which I am totally unfamiliar.

-John Eisenhower, U.S.
Ambassador

I am not enamored with John Kerry, but I
am frightened to death of George Bush. I
fear a secret government. I abhor a
government that refuses to supply the
Congress with requested information.

-Former U.S. Senator Marlow
Cook, Republican from Kentucky

There has been lots of talk about Bush
catering to his ‘base’.  Whether his base
consists of evangelical Christians across the
Bible Belt or the wealthy elite ( à la ‘Some
call you the elite, I call you my base’) is a
different matter.  The point is that Bush did
not cater to the Republican base.  He catered
to the most extreme social conservatives and
neo-conservatives to win this election, thus
alienating not only moderate Republicans,
but also intelligent conservatives.

As a student who has had explained to
him the importance of judicious study and
the value of empiricism in every course he
has taken in college, I was especially
disheartened by the 18 October New York

Times article ‘Without a Doubt’ by former
Wall Street Journal reporter Ron Suskind.
The gist of the article is that Bush has based
his whole post-alcoholic life on his ‘gut
instincts’, refusing to listen to criticism in a
most childish manner.  His abhorrent
disinterest in logical approaches to serious
situations and refusal to listen to opinions
that differ from his have created not only a
climate of fear in America, but also within
the White House.

There were two extremely disturbing
quotes from the article.  The first came from
a Bush aide who took Suskind aside to
explain the White House’s displeasure with
his criticism:

The aide said that guys like me were ‘in
what we call the reality-based community,’
which he defined as people who ‘believe
that solutions emerge from your judicious
study of discernible reality.’ I nodded and
murmured something about enlightenment
principles and empiricism. He cut me off.
‘That’s not the way the world really works
anymore,’ he continued. ‘We’re an empire
now, and when we act, we create our own
reality. And while you’re studying that
reality — judiciously, as you will — we’ll
act again, creating other new realities,
which you can study too, and that’s how
things will sort out. We’re history’s actors .
. . and you, all of you, will be left to just

study what we do.’
Any thinking person

would be appalled by such a
blatant contempt for logic and
reason.  Naturally, Bush would
have lost the election acting in
this manner…or so all of us
rational eggheads thought.
Another quote from Suskind’s
article predicts why Bush won:

And for those who don’t get
[the faith]? That was explained
to me in late 2002 by Mark
McKinnon, a longtime senior
media adviser to Bush, who

now runs his own consulting firm and
helps the president. He started by
challenging me. ‘You think he’s an idiot,
don’t you?’ I said, no, I didn’t. ‘No, you do,
all of you do, up and down the West Coast,
the East Coast, a few blocks in southern
Manhattan called Wall Street. Let me clue
you in. We don’t care. You see, you’re
outnumbered 2 to 1 by folks in the big, wide
middle of America, busy working people
who don’t read The New York Times or
Washington Post or The L.A. Times. And
you know what they like? They like the
way he walks and the way he points, the
way he exudes confidence. They have faith
in him. And when you attack him for his

Continued From Reality
Bites, on Cover ...

…Many in the conservative
camp see Bush’s reelection as
the beginning of the end for the
Republican Party.  No, not the
end of the Democratic Party;
the end of the Republican Party.

TL

malaprops, his jumbled syntax, it’s good
for us. Because you know what those folks
don’t like? They don’t like you!’ In this
instance, the final ‘you,’ of course, meant
the entire reality-based community.

So this is what we’re up against, folks.
This isn’t just about liberals and
conservatives, ‘moral’ and ‘immoral’, or the
United States of Canada and Jesusland.
This is about the ‘reality-based community’
and the ‘faith-based community.’  Many on
the conservative side have realized this
problem, and that is why they no longer
support Bush.  One might hope that we’ll
see a new coalition of those in the reality-
based camp forming in opposition to Bush’s
fundamentalists.  The scariest part is, we
may have even actually had that coalition,
with so many conservatives criticizing the
President and jumping ship to endorse
Kerry, yet with Bush winning anyway.  Bush
uses his gut instincts to guide the country,
and a disturbing portion of the electorate
used theirs to reelect him.

Even though all of this talk about ‘moral
values’ deciding the election has been
blown out of proportion, there is certainly
some merit behind these claims.  There is an
alarmingly large percentage of the
supposedly enlightened American
population that thinks God is in the White
House or that Saddam Hussein attacked the
Twin Towers.

Reality is truly facing a serious threat
from faith.  I don’t mean to depict ‘faith’ as if
it were inherently bad for America.  There is
a difference between letting faith guide you
in your personal life and letting faith
determine policy that affects the entire
world.  Perhaps the two most notorious
figures who act on faith while ignoring reality
are George W. Bush and Osama bin Laden.
And perhaps for some in faith-based
America it’s comforting to know that both
sides of the War on Terror are led by
extremists.
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After a hard fought election, TL Staffers feel as victimized as the family of O. J. Simpson’s late wife. We seek solace in
humor, and we figure we’ll extract maximal laughs and healing by finding the ironic silver lining in the second term of a
hawkish Bush administration.

So screw lotteries! It’s about time conservatives have their cake – and eat it too! Here’s TL’s top ten people who have earned an
all-expenses paid armed flight to the most dangerous nether regions of this lonely world. These guys shouldn’t expect many
warm greetings from the international community, and they’ll learn what it means to be in a war, not just vote for one.  Mr. W.,
would you be interested in being the first Commander in Chief to serve his country fighting in a combat zone?

10. CBS News for getting our hopes up and lying to us — again!
9. Alan Keyes. God was confused – he meant Iraq, not Illinois.

8. The staff of the Cornell American. Let’s see them scam their way out of
this one.

7. Britney. Not a girl, not yet a woman? Army recruitment doesn’t care.

6. Florida Secretary of State Glenda E. Hood. How ironic that
she’d be fighting for democracy.

5. Security moms.  Maybe fighting in a war will give them that
sense of security they’re looking for.

4. The millions of young Americans who despite death
threats from P. Diddy didn’t show at the polls.

3. The Bush twins. Ok, we admit it — some of us just
have a thing for ladies in uniform.

2. Osama. What’s worse than death? Working for
the infidel. Ha ha ha.

1. Karl Rove, ‘The Architect.’  Need
we say more?

TL’s TOP TEN PEOPLE WHO DESERVE
TO BE DRAFTED BY THE BUSH

ADMINISTRATION

Write for Cornell’s premier source of political news and opinion!
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Something’s cooking in the world of politics, but few are paying attention. News is a weapon

that can be wielded by foregrounding some stories, or, more pertinently, by burying others. TL

staff takes a look at the news items that aren’t always (or are no longer) front-page material.

THE BACK BURNER

Irregularities Is The Word!
FROM PLAIN-OLD DIMPLED CHADS TO RACIST SECRETARIES OF STATE

who purge black Americans from the voting rolls, it’s out there—
you and I both know it—election tampering.  Now, nobody
would, of course, try to steal the legitimacy of this Bush election.
But for the sake of our democracy, please consider the following.

On 2 November, Florida was reporting some pretty strange
results.  Somehow, in Miami-Dade county (you remember
Miami-Dade, don’t you?) just over 768,500 votes were cast,
yet they were reporting a voter turn-out of only about 716,600.
In Palm Beach County, just over 542,800 votes were cast, yet
only a little over 452,000 people showed up to vote.  There are
plenty more problems to be cited—13 in all—but you get the
idea. Could it be that since discovering that Bush had a ‘clear’
lead, Jeb just went ahead and had his goons adjust the
numbers so that they look reasonable, as the Florida
Department of State’s website now reflects?

Not convinced that something’s fishy going on here?
Fine—there’s more.  Ohio, which almost became to this
election what Florida was to the 2000 election, had some
equally interesting results.  One of the precincts in Gahanna
County reported a turnout of just over 4300 voters and a
very reasonable split in the senate race: almost 2700
Republican to just over 1300 Democrat.  So 300 people
skipped the Senate vote—fine.  But, wait!  Bush received
2672—2673—err—6252 votes!  So the 300 people who

skipped the Senate vote showed up almost 11 extra times to make sure they voted for the
President.  How better to tell President Bush that we love him than

give him more votes than voters?
Now, I’ll bet you think we’re done, but—oh no—we haven’t

gotten to racism yet!  As if racism during the 2000 election wasn’t
enough, Jeb has been up to his old tricks.  Point for the interested
reader:  In 2000, Florida hired a private company to ‘cleanse’ the
voting rolls of people whose characteristics matched those of
convicted felons—aw gosh—why not just include those who
are similar to convicted felons?  And, of course, because the
United States imprisons—in raw number—more blacks than
whites, the magnitude of the removal of Democrat-leaning blacks
from the voting rolls was astonishing.

This time, the BBC reports (as, of course, American
media wouldn’t mess with Texas) that a document was
leaked from the Bush campaign containing the names
of almost 2000 traditionally Democratic blacks.  The
BBC allegedly found a private detective videotaping
black voters as they cast early ballots before Election
Day.  The detective said that he did not know who
was paying him.

Come on!  This falls just short of a Watergate
scandal—hell, let’s give it a ‘gate!’  Don’t-Mess-
With-Texas(-or-Florida)-Gate is old news!  It
happened in 2000, it happened two weeks ago,

and who knows when else it has happened?

Don’t Judge A Book By Its
Crazy Conservative Cover
WE HERE AT TL HAVE TRIED VERY HARD to ignore the alleged criminal wheelings and dealings
of the Mussolini-backed conservative values rag The Cornell American (or of the Student
Assembly Finance Commission, depending on your point of view). For a while, it seemed
that the American, and its partner in crime the Cornell Literary Society, were offspring of
the belief that you can scam the system and, when caught, cry ‘censorship!’ to salvage
credibility and funding. It was the kind of story that seemed perfect for the cover of the
New York Daily News … uhhh … we mean, the Cornell Daily Sun, and TL Staffers preferred
to leave it at that.

But Daily Sun pages soaked in the ink of the American’s plight have reminded us of
why no one likes to watch local news: who really wants to see about the murders, rapes,
drive-bys and home invasions du jour? We’d rather watch reruns of The Simpsons at six
because we’d rather not think about the horrible goings and comings just outside our
cruddy and overpriced flat in a dingier part of Buffalo, Brooklyn or the Bay Area.

Does this mean we should ignore what’s going on with our friends about to fall off the
very right edge of a flat-earth political spectrum? Probably not – which is why the TL
Intelligence Unit did a little research into the plight of Pat Buchanan’s favorite placemat.

First, we noticed that the CU American was conservative. Really
conservative. Like, kinda nutty. From likening abortion to genocide, to backing
Conservative Party senate candidate Marilyn O’Grady, to reprinting articles by illustrious
conservative crackpot and CU alum Joe Sabia, these guys cover the spectrum from very
conservative to very very very conservative. Good for them. TL Staffers probably would

have noticed this sooner if we had not taken the entire paper and its 2003 reemergence to be
some kind of very expensive joke. Sorry!

But let’s be fair – it’s not the American’s content we’re worried about, but its legitimacy.
And TL Intelligence Unit staffers have found that many of the allegations levied against
the American were overblown.

The Student Assembly Finance Commission attempted to defund the ultra-conservative
paper based on the charge that the American had used the Cornell Literary Society to
mislead the SAFC into putting out more for the cause of promoting conservative, ahem,
‘ideals’. Moreover, the American was accused of attempting to pass off an undergraduate
student as their faculty advisor.

Given both claims, the University Ombudsman has dismissed charges against the
American and required the refunding of 90% of its original SAFC allotment. The ombudsman
found no dishonesty on the part of the embattled paper, and cited a misunderstanding in
the paper’s listing of a Cornell junior as their staff advisor.

While the advising gaffe certainly looks like a suspect slip given the benefit of the
doubt by administrators, we’ll take the ombudsman’s word on the body of allegations as
the final verdict. We’re sorry we misjudged you, CU American – it’s
just that, well, we didn’t think you were a real paper.

What’s the lesson we’ll take away from this whole charade? Don’t judge a book by its
cover, even if it’s the most hideously racist, sexist, homophobic and dementedly conservative
cover you’ve seen since your last trip to Saudi Arabia. Even jokes need the respect they
deserve in financial matters. Take MC Hammer, for example. So kudos, CU American, for
your tenacity and acute sense of injustice. If only those two admirable traits were applied
to causes worth fighting for.

Now if you’re still in a huff over the very existence of the American, rest assured. How
do you make it disappear? Do what we do – just try not to look. Hey, The Simpsons are on!

The king is dead!  Long
live peace! AFTER SOME FORTY YEARS

as the leader of the Palestinian refugees,
Yassir Arafat has died. As a symbol of
Palestinian resistance, he was an unmatched
figure. As the man behind a movement of a
suffering people, he was successful in
bringing their cause to the front of the world
stage. As the leader of his community,
however, he was an unmatched and tragic
failure.

Arafat’s ultimate inability to fully
condemn violence is a permanent stain on
his record.  He renounced it during the first
intifata and has renounced it many times
since—but not out of principle, because he
never acted on his words. Arafat repeatedly
promoted cronies and relatives over more
competent individuals.  He ensured loyalty

in the ranks—but loyalty to himself and not
to Palestine.  He repeatedly denied the
authority to his Prime Ministers that they
needed to lead Palestine while he was himself
trapped in Ramallah.  His corruption, too,
stains his legacy. Tellingly, his wife, Sufa,
has been living in luxury in Paris since the
start of the current intifata.

Arafat’s legacy is, unfortunately,
neither a Palestinian state nor the relief of
Palestinian suffering. He will be remembered
by history not for his success in drawing
attention to the Palestinian cause, but for
refusing to take the steps that could have
brought its conclusion.  His rejection of
Ehud Barak’s peace deal, the most generous
that the Palestinians will likely ever see, has
simply prolonged their suffering.

His demise, however, offers new hope.
The international community must do all it

can to ensure a peaceful change of power in
the Palestinian Authority.  New authorities
are steadily emerging that can promise
efficient, meritocratic Palestinian
government.  Arafat’s corruption and
cronyism, while still in place in Palestine,
will no longer have its main patron to protect
them and can, with proper support, be
washed away.

This brings new promise for renewed
Israeli cooperation, too. Ariel Sharon can no
longer claim that his Palestinian counterpart
is a stonewalling terrorist.  The world must
push Sharon both to begin the Gaza
withdrawal that he has staked his life and
career on and to again be an active partner
for peace with the Palestinians.

The United States, as well, must seize
this moment.  President Bush has long said
that he could not cooperate with Palestine

so long as Arafat was his negotiating partner.
With Arafat gone, the President must find a
road to Jerusalem that does not run through
Baghdad, but through Israel and Palestine.
America, especially now, must again take the
lead in finding peace for the Israelis and
Palestinians if we are ever to find peace for
ourselves.

1929 - 2004
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The French Have the Ivory Coast,
and America Has its Ivory Tower
SUPPORTERS OF THE IRAQ war who dumped French wine in the streets and brought freedom
fries to our menus in 2002, denouncing France as a nation of inebriated, oversexed cowards,
must have been surprised this week to see the French leading the latest and — unlike the
arbitrary invasions of third world countries launched by President Bush — legitimate
international intervention.  French soldiers took control of the Ivory Coast capital of
Abidjan in an effort to end rampant violence in that country.

The Ivory Coast, a former French colony that has retained strong economic ties to
France since gaining independence, was a model of stability and prosperity in West Africa
until a bloody civil war erupted in 1999.  Since then, the government under President Laurent
Gbagbo has been fighting rebel groups for control of the country, which is divided between
the rebel north and government-controlled south. The French offensive in the nation began
in response to an attack by government planes that killed peacekeeping soldiers and an
American aid worker.  Hardly vacillating and cowardly, the French retaliated by destroying
the country’s small air force and then occupying its capital to protect civilians from the
machete-wielding mobs that descended on neighbourhoods.

Gbagbo’s government has been condemned by the United Nations, the African Union
and the European Union for its actions. With French soldiers in control of Abidjan, President
Gbagbo has been forced to meet with African officials and take steps to end the rioting and
violence.

The French activity in the Ivory Coast should be an example to President Bush.  It
would appear that lawless rulers can, in fact, be forced to come to terms through skilful
employment of military and diplomatic resources.  France has managed to smoothly restore
order in the Ivory Coast and protect the people living there, foreign and native, by backing
up its demands with force and taking measures to maintain stability after the shock and awe
is over.

Moreover, the intervention in the Ivory Coast is one that was justified and necessary
to ensure the security of its people.  The French entered the conflict with the approval and
support of other governments and international bodies, and it is clear that the government
of Gbagbo needed to be addressed in order to bring greater order to West Africa as a whole.

In addition, we would hope that this action in Africa will remind
governments around the world of the ongoing crisis in S u d a n ,
which the world’s powers, France included, continue to ignore.  The
successful campaign in the Ivory Coast proves that it is possible, and, if properly planned
and executed, rather simple, to end violence in Africa. No nation with the means of doing so
has an excuse for leaving hundreds of thousands to die at the hands of a repressive
government engaging in genocide, least of all the United States.  If it’s valid for the Bush
administration to squander billions of dollars and thousands of lives while forgoing all
diplomatic measures to topple a government that posed no threat to any nation and that
provided more security than the American occupation does, then it is inexplicable for the
same administration to ignore the greatest human rights catastrophe in the world today.

It’s Democracy
We’re Talking
About –
WANG DAN’S RECENT VISIT TO CORNELL CAMPUS

marked an important milestone in Chinese
history. This year is the 15th anniversary of
the Tianamen Square incident, where in 1989
students protesting for democratic reform
in Beijing were attacked and suppressed by
the Chinese military. Students including
Wang Dan were arrested and imprisoned,
while others were killed in violence
perpetrated by Chinese troops on the largely
peaceful protesters. The official number of
people who were killed by the government
remains unknown after fifteen years. In fact,
the Chinese government is still reluctant to
disclose the official number. Western
estimates for the death toll range from 180 to
700 and higher.

The most striking and memorable
scene from the Beijing massacre is the
image of one protestor standing down
Chinese tanks. But the protesters to this
day claim that their intentions were not
violent or radical, but simply to promote
economic and political reform, as Wang Dan
himself explained on campus on 4 November.
Nevertheless, then as now, the Chinese
government did not tolerate the potential
danger of individual liberties, or scare
resulting thereof: the possibility that the
Chinese people as a whole would start
wanting to voice their opinions and speak
out against an oppressive and secretive
government. Even though the killing and
arresting of students drew tremendous
attention from overseas and pressure from

human rights groups in ’89, fifteen years has
seen little positive change in the Chinese
government. Wang Dan reminds us that
there are people who are still fighting, risking
their lives to advance human rights in China.

Despite the inertia, however, the
Chinese government has not simply been
idle for a decade and a half. The Chinese
economy has grown substantially and
become one of largest markets in the world.
Under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping and
the policy of open economy, China managed
to remain a communist-led country but have
impressive economic performance. The
enormous market and soaring economy have
given China much more
power in terms of
international politics.

Yet at the same time,
this growth is a problem.
Because of its economic
dominance, China has
and will see many
countries in Asia submit
to its political influence
– a frightening thought
given the nature of her
oppressive government.
Let Hong Kong serve as
a reminder of this. The
former British colony
was returned to China in
1997 after a hundred
years of control from
London, but since then,
we have witnessed a
decline in what was once
the most prosperous
economy in the world.
The people of Hong
Kong have gathered on
the streets every year to
demand the right to elect

their own Chief Executive. The number of
people in the demonstration increases every
year – a barometer for the pressure the
Chinese people who have waited decades for
a truly open society feel.

Although the Far East may seem remote
to us, it is plain fact that China will only
increase in power and clout despite a regime
under which 1.3 billion people cannot enjoy
basic freedoms. That China will dictate
international politics in the near future is not
a matter of if but when, as more and more
investment is being poured into Chinese
economy and China increases its military
strength at an astonishing pace.

Liberals this side of the Pacific may
groan at the prospect of another four years
of Chairman Bush, but even the idea of our
crooked Florida elections officials pales in
comparison to the lack of true democracy
for the world’s largest and oldest people.
‘Elections’ in China are a mere
Communist party formality.
Perhaps pressure for democratic reform is
something for a second Bush administration
to consider in its dealings with not just the
Middle East, but the Far East as well – while
the cards are still stacked in our favor.

The Home of Misinformed
Democracy

ON BEHALF OF ALL TL STAFFERS from the Buckeye State, we apologize. For about twelve
hours on November Second and Third, all eyes in the country were on Ohio; this is perhaps
the most attention Ohio has received since Kent State and the burning river. (Well, except
for maybe the blackout of 2003.) Regardless, Ohio’s chance for glory has come and gone.

We do not mean to be bitter – the Buckeye State also has plenty of positive aspects.
What Ohio apparently does not have, however, is a constituency that recognizes its own
best interests.  Ohio has instead bought into the Bush administration’s insane strategies,
much due in part of the influence of religion and fear.

According to the polls, the majority of Ohioans who voted for Bush did so firstly
because of his integrity and character (read: conservative religious values — not a surprise
given the overwhelming affirmative vote for the ban on same sex marriage in the state), and
secondly, because of his tactics in the War on Terror. Because of these priorities, Ohioans
voted against their best interest when considering day to day life.

Ohioans voted for the man whose job loss record and tax policy has directly and
negatively affected their state. Since Bush took office in 2001, over 231,000 jobs have
been lost in Ohio alone, increasing the unemployment rate by 1.7%. Moreover, in a state
with a 15% poverty rate and increasing unemployment, tax cuts only compound economic
problems; many Americans equate tax cuts with more money in their pockets, but what
they do not realize is that tax cuts also mean drawbacks on social programs and state
budgets (not to mention the fact that the tax cuts hardly affect the bulk of Ohioans).

The genius of the Bush campaign was ultimately their exploiting of peoples’ fears and
faith so effectively that they are convinced to vote directly against their own well-being.

Ohio voters waited in line in the rain to cast their vote.
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